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Abstract

The primary purpose of this research is to develop a decision support system for the early
design of an optimal and reliable satellite while making the overall conceptual design process
more efficient. Generally, a satellite design process begins with a mission definition followed
by the functional design of the satellite system. Beyond this, the design goes through sev-
eral iterations and eventually results in a detailed satellite system design. Only then does it
make sense to feed in the piece-part information to estimate the reliability of the entire satel-
lite system. Predicted reliability from this bottom-up method may sometimes be markedly
lower than the requirements. In such case, the maturity of the design is brought down, and
mitigation strategies need to be implemented to meet the reliability requirements. Conse-
quently, introducing new or redundant parts as a mitigation approach can violate the pre-
viously satisfied requirements such as mass, power and cost. Furthermore, additional design
iterations are needed until all the requirements aremet. Therefore, this design approach is ex-
pensive, inefficient, and can be avoided if reliability is considered from the early design phase.
However, the challenge is to simultaneously perform reliability analysis and system design as
they are entirely different engineering disciplines. In this research, a decision support system:
DESIRA is developed to bridge the gap between these two engineering disciplines and incor-
porate reliability assessments during the early design phase, thus resulting in a truly optimal
satellite design. With its unique features such as Reliability Allocation, Reliability Growth,
Multidisciplinary Design Optimization and Reliability-BasedMultidisciplinary Design Op-
timization, DESIRA effectively aids the system design at each maturity level.
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One who adapts with the change Survives

One who adapts before the change Succeeds

One who causes the change Leads.

Ray Noorda

1
Introduction

SatelliteDesign isacomplexprocess that involves numerousmultidisciplinary inter-

related variables. The preliminary or conceptual design phase is crucial in satellite design as it

elicits the requirements for the entire design. Immense effort is required during this phase, as

the decisions made here massively influence the product’s cost, performance, and reliability.
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Over the years, reliability has become a critical aspect in satellites, especially microsatellites.

At the same time, there isn’t enough information available regarding the failure rate or satel-

lite parameters in the early stages. Hence, decisions in the conceptual phase primarily rely on

the limited information frompastmissions and tacit knowledge fromdomain experts. Often

the design alternatives provided by the designers may seem plausible at first. However, upon

detailed examination, the designs might violate some requirements or might have large safety

margins and unnecessarily high redundancy levels, thus making them expensive and undesir-

able. This leads to an important question, How to identify “the one” best design from the

array of alternatives?

In this research, a decision support system is developed to assist in identifying the best

design alternative in terms of reliability, mass, power and cost. Unlike most doctoral disser-

tations, which are highly specialized in a particular domain, this work is intentionally kept

broad enough to cover the multiple domains interlinked with satellite design. At the same

time, it is also detailed enough for actual satellite design applications and implementations in

the here developed DESIRA tool. Thereby, this research strives to serve as a bridge among

multiple academic domains, offering a multidisciplinary approach for designing microsatel-

lites in the early design phases.

1.1 Motivation

Global space ventures are rapidly advancingwhile generating a couple of disruptivewaves

along their way. The first wave of disruption led to the involvement of the private sector in

accomplishing space-basedoperations for commercial applications. Earlier, due to the exorbi-

tant cost involved, spacewas restrictedmainly to government-based space agencies. However,
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in the NewSpace era, many private companies have sent their satellites into orbits and real-

ized substantial economic gains. The second and currentwave of disruption strives to achieve

more complexmissions usingminiature technologies without sacrificing quality and reliabil-

ity. There are numerous planned missions to use Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellite constel-

lations to act as data relay systems, satellite-based internet providers, and perform countless

other applications. The conventional satellites are massive and powerful but also sophisti-

cated. Therefore, realizing the planned missions become extremely expensive and unrealistic

with the conventional satellites, it raises a need for alternative low-cost satellites. Tomeet this

demand, many satellite developers have turned towards small satellites/microsatellites, and

the space industry is geared up to embark on a future filled with large constellations of small

satellites.

Compared to the conventional equivalents, the design phase of small satellites are much

shorter, and commercial-off-the-shelf components(COTS) play a significant role in cost re-

duction. Consequently, reliability is often a critical concern in small satellites. Reliability

needs to be incorporated from the early design phase to overcome this shortcoming. It is less

expensive to design for reliability than to test for reliability1. However, the status quo of the

assumptions for the early stage reliability analysis is based on conventions, outdated data or

expert opinions. On the other hand, implementing the on-orbit reliability knowledge in the

satellite design will be more beneficial. Unfortunately, this crucial information is outdated

and inadequate for the current satellite design.

Furthermore, to successfully incorporate reliability into thedecision-makingprocess early

in the design, the effect of design choices on reliabilitymust be fully understood. The satellite

design can be optimized acrossmultiple engineering disciplines by leveraging this knowledge,
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and the most beneficial design can be identified. Unfortunately, the current approaches do

not articulate what drives value in the design. Apart from their inherent complexity, mi-

crosatellite systems have evolving requirements and intricate interactions that further com-

plicate the design process. Concurrent design approaches facilitate the complex design pro-

cess by managing interactions between different subsystems. However, the concurrent de-

sign typically gravitates towards optimizing point designs and conducting trade studies to

provide a single or a handful of design alternatives. Moreover, examining the effects on the

design by changing different design variables and their concomitant effects on reliability are

not intuitively possible. Therefore, additional support systems that complement the concur-

rent design process are required to enable informed decision-making.

1.2 Problem Statement and Research goals

This research aims to develop a decision support system in the form of the DESIRA tool

to identify an optimal satellite design by incorporating reliability/risk assessments during the

early design stages. The decision support system will determine the optimal design by quan-

tifying the macro-reliability of small satellites, estimating the intrinsic reliability of design al-

ternatives and leveraging multidisciplinary design optimization for trade-space exploration.

In particular, this research strives to answer the following questions:

1. How to estimate the reliability of satellite during the initial design phase?

2. How to improve the reliability of satellite while minimizing the resources?

3. How to identify the best satellite design during the early design stage?

4. How to incorporate reliability in the early satellite design?
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1.3 Thesis Structure

This thesis is structured to systematically answer the research questions presented in Sec-

tion 1.2. Every chapter provides baseline arguments, methods, solutions with rationale. The

thesis begins with Chapter 2 that provides a detailed literature review in satellite design, re-

liability analysis and multidisciplinary design optimization. Then, in Chapter 3, Statistical

analysis of empirical failure data is performed. Reliability growth strategies are presented

in Chapter 4. Next, in Chapter 5 Multidisciplinary Design Optimization of a Distributed

Space System is presented. As a next step, in Chapter 6, Reliability-Based Multidisciplinary

Design Optimization is performed. Combining the answers to the research questions, a de-

cision support system, DESIRA developed, is presented in Chapter 7. This thesis concludes

in Chapter 8 that summarizes the research.

1.4 Publications

This thesis consists of material which has been published in conference proceedings and

is available under the following sources.

1. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., & Moser, H.: Comparison of Mul-

tidisciplinary Design Optimization Architectures for the design of Distributed

Space Systems. – InProceedings of the71st InternationalAstronauticalCongress, (2020)

2. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., & Moser, H.: Small Satellite Relia-

bility: A Decade in Review, Year in Review, SSC21-WKIII-02. – Proceedings of the

35th Annual Small Satellite Conference, (2021)
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3. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., &Moser, H.: Reliability-Based Mul-

tidisciplinary Design Optimization of Small Satellites. – AIAA Aviation forum,

(2021)

4. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., & Moser, H.: Statistical Analysis of

Small SatelliteReliability: 1990-2019. –AIAAPropulsion andEnergy Forum, (2021)

5. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., & Moser, H.: DESIRA: A DEcision

Support system for Incorporating Risk Assessments in early design stages. – In

Proceedings of the 72st International Astronautical Congress, (2021)

6. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., & Moser, H.: Statistical Reliability

Analysis of Large Satellites: A decade in review. – In Proceedings of the 72st Inter-

national Astronautical Congress, (2021)

7. Pandi Perumal, R., Voos, H., Dalla Vedova, F., &Moser, H.: Large scale Multidisci-

plinary Design Optimization of a Distributed Space System. – In Proceedings of

the 72st International Astronautical Congress, (2021)

The developed decision support system has also been used in designing spacecrafts for

deep space mission. These studies are not within the scope of this thesis but has been pub-

lished as follows.

1. Pandi Perumal, R., Abbud-Madrid, A., & Voos, H.: Atmospheric Re-entry Energy

Storage (ARES)- ANovel concept for utilizing atmospheric re-entry energy. – In

Proceedings of the Global Space Exploration Conference, (2021)
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2. Pandi Perumal, R., Menzio, D., Voos, H., Passvogel, T.: Multidisciplinary Design

Optimization ofCaroline, a reusable lunar lander/ascender for on-orbit refueling

of Herschel. – In Proceedings of the 72st International Astronautical Congress, (2021)

3. Menzio, D., Passvogel, T., Pandi Perumal, R., Stepanova, N., Cujko, L., & Voos, H.:

Herschel Re-Supply Mission Feasibility Study. – In Proceedings of the 72st Interna-

tional Astronautical Congress, (2021)
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Know how to solve every problem that has ever been solved.

Richard Feynman

2
Literature Review

Reliability is a crucial parameter while designing a satellite. This chapter

presents the reliability analysis, designmethods andoptimization techniques carriedouthith-

erto for satellites design. In addition to the satellite, state of the art in other domains such

as automobile and aircraft design are also examined to identify novel techniques that could
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improve the satellite design process. The research gaps in the literature are identified and

summarized at the end of this chapter.

2.1 Reliability Analysis

Reliability is defined as ”the ability of a system or component to perform its required

functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time”2. Since satellites’ mainte-

nance, replacement and repair work in orbit is impractical, it is important that satellites have

high reliability to perform their mission successfully. Therefore, the importance of reliability

is consistently recognized and emphasized by satellite developers3. An appropriate starting

point to improve the reliability is to study the reliability trends anddominant causes of failure

of the satellites launched in the past. However, a statistical analysis of on-orbit failure data is

often lacking or obsolete.

Addressing the need, Castet and Saleh presented a series of papers4–7 that investigated

the satellite on-orbit reliability. It was the first study that presented the survival analysis with

on-orbit satellite reliability data. The study showed that except “Control Processor”, all the

subsystems exhibited infant mortality. It means that the subsystems are prone to failure dur-

ing the initial period in orbit. Past this period, the failure probability decreased over time and

became stable. The grouping of elements in this study differed from the conventional way

the satellite subsystems are grouped, thus minimizing its usefulness as literature. Neverthe-

less, the study confirmed thatWeibull Distributions better represented the satellite reliability

than Exponential Distribution that cannot model infant mortality. Dubos et al.8 went one

step further and identified the impact of satellite size on its reliability by classifying them as

small, medium and large satellites. The results verified the presence of infant mortality in all
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categories of satellites and identified that small satellites have the highest infant mortality. In

a subsequent study, Guo et al.9 categorized small satellites based on their mission type, devel-

oper, and design lifetime to investigate the variation in reliability for each category through

statistical analysis. Since the categorization reduced the size of each dataset, it increased the

uncertainty in results. However, the study’s outcome provided reliability estimates for spe-

cific types of satellites, which were not available till then. On the other hand, Hamlin et al.10

performed statistical analysis on large satellite buses and investigated the variation in reliabil-

ity between the manufacturers.

The studiesmentioned above provide valuable literature on the on-orbit reliability trends

of satellites. However, they were carried out more than a decade ago making them outdated

and inadequate for the current designs. Numerous satellites have been launched, with a

sharp increase in satellites every year since these reliability studies. For example, in the last

decade alone, a total of more than 1300 small satellites weighing between 1kg and 500kg were

launched into orbits. Therefore it becomes crucial to investigate the current reliability trends

in satellites to guide future developers. Accordingly, the first step in this research is to inves-

tigate the latest on-orbit reliability trends of small satellites and identify their vulnerable sub-

systems/elements. Chapter 3 presents the statistical analysis methods in detail and the latest

reliability trends for various satellite categorizations using these methods.

Following the investigation on the macro reliability with statistical models, the next step

in this research is to evaluate the reliability of satellites under development using these results.

In general, the reliability of a system is verified by extensive testing when the system reaches

a particular maturity level. However, as the system matures, it becomes difficult to imple-

ment strategies to address reliability deficiencies without fueling costs. The study published
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by National Academic Press points that a small investment in reliability during the concep-

tual design phase would substantially reduce the life cycle costs of a system1. On the other

hand, reliability evaluation of a system during the conceptual design phase is challenging as

there is no profound information on the individual elements that constitute the satellite. The

ideal workaround in this situation is to translate the reliability evaluation, a bottom-up ap-

proach, into a reliability allocation problem, a top-down approach. Reliability allocation is

a process of determining the reliability of subsystems and lower level elements to reach the

required system reliability. Reliability allocation methods are broadly divided into two cat-

egories: Weighting factors and Optimal reliability allocation11. Weighting factors use expert

opinions to assign weights to subsystems, which are utilized to allocate reliability. Whereas

the optimal allocation method uses numerical optimization to identify the optimum num-

ber of elements (redundancy) and element choice to optimize the system reliability or cost

with respect to various resource constraints such as size, weight and power.

Researchers in the past had developed various weighting factor methods that primar-

ily differ by the type of input required for reliability allocation. The most commonly used

reliability allocation methods include Aeronautical Radio Inc. (ARINC) method12, Advi-

sory Group on Reliability of Electronic Equipment (AGREE) method, the Feasibility Of

Objectives (FOO) method11,13, the Integrated Factors method14, and the Comprehensive

method15. Recently, Li et al16 developed a new allocation method based on fuzzy numbers.

Detailed discussions on a few of these methods are presented in Chapter 4.1. Although all

these methods are valuable in allocating reliability, they depend on expert opinions that may

lead to biased results. A more realistic allocation can be achieved at the early design stage by

combining heritage data with expert opinions.
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Optimal reliability allocation methods have been an active area of research for the past

few decades, with numerous methods developed to solve reliability optimization problems.

Tillman et al.17 provided a detailed literature survey of the early work in system reliability

optimization and described the advantages and shortcomings of various reliability allocation

methods. While all the methods presented in the study worked exceedingly well for small

systems, only a few were identified as effective for large systems. These methods were suc-

cessfully implemented for reliability allocation problems in diverse fields. For example, Yang

et al.18 used the Genetic Algorithm for solving the reliability allocation for nuclear power

plants; Rajeevan et al.19 applied reliability allocation techniques to enhance the availability

of wind turbines; Miao et al.20 used an improved fuzzy analytic hierarchy process to reliabil-

ity allocation of chemical production systems.

Generally, with optimal reliability allocationmethods, the allocationproblem is classified

asRedundancyAllocationProblem (RAP) andReliability-RedundancyAllocationProblem

(RRAP). As the name suggests, RAP identifies the ideal number of redundancies required

to meet the system target. In addition, RRAP goes a step further and provides reliability

enhancement by choosing more reliable elements. Both RAP and RRAP have been proved

to be complex optimization problems to solve, thus characterized as NP-Hard optimization

problems21.

The two different redundancy strategies in reliability studies are Cold-Standby redun-

dancy and Active redundancy22. A Cold-Standby redundant element is not energized and

become operational only when the primary element fails, whereas an Active redundant ele-

ment is always energized. Therefore, in an ideal case, a cold-standby redundant element does

not fail before it is put into operation. Conversely, the failure of an active redundant element

12



follows a failure distribution same as its primary element and does not depend on whether

the component is idle or in operation. Cold-standby is more reliable than active redundancy,

but it might cause system downtime depending on the time required for failure detection

and switching.

Substantial literature surveys17,22–24 in system reliability optimization indicate that ac-

tive redundancy strategy is predominantly considered in problem formulation and focused

their efforts in developing novel optimization algorithms. These algorithms include Tabu

search,25, Ant colony26, Particle swarm optimization27 and Genetic Algorithm28–31. Only a

very few researches investigated cold-standby redundancy. Coit et al.32,33 determined the op-

timal RRAP solution for a non-repairable system using an Exponential failure rate and Er-

lang distributed failure rate with cold-standby redundancy. The study was further extended

by treating the choice of redundancy as an additional design variable34.

The reliability optimization problems have often been widely studied for single phased

missions. However, a satellite is subject to consecutive phases such as launch, orbit trans-

fer, on-orbit operation and disposal whose operations differ from one another. A system

with more than one phase is called a multi-phased system or simply a Phased Mission Sys-

tem (PMS). The failure criteria of a PMSmay change from phase to phase. Additionally, the

system can be subjected to various set of environmental conditions, which implies that the

failure rate of the same element is different in different phases35. Therefore the dependen-

cies among the system elements in every phase must be included in the reliability estimation

of PMS. The three conventional approaches for reliability analysis of PMS are, Combina-

torial method36,37, Markov chain method or State-space model38, and Modular method39.

The combinatorial method is rapid in estimating reliability, but is limited to static systems in
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which the sequence of elemental failure does not affect the system reliability. Markov chain

method is used for dynamic systems that have cold-standby or repairable elements. The draw-

back of this approach is that it grows exponentially when the number of system elements

increases and suffers from the well-known state explosion problem. The modular method

leverages the advantages of these two methods and is ideal for analyzing large systems, espe-

cially if only a small part of the system is dynamic. It applies theMarkov chainmethod locally

for the dynamic part of the systemwhile applying theCombinatorialmethod globally. There

have not been enough researches that address the reliability analysis of a large PMS such as

a Satellite system. Dai et al.40 studied structural optimization of PMS with non-repairable

elements. Recently, Li et al.41 studied the RAP of the phased mission system with a mixed

redundancy strategy.

While the novel RAP and RRAPmethods are employed in other domains, they are not

widely used for satellite reliability analysis. Recently, Nefes et al.42 proposed a redundancy

optimization approach for designing a Satellite communication payload. Li et al.41 solved the

RAP for a simple satellite propulsion system to demonstrate their novel RAP optimization

procedure. However, RAP and RRAP for an entire satellite have never been formulated so

far because: for a traditional satellite, reliability is usually ensured by comprehensive testing

of components and systems; the conventional satellites use space-grade components, which

are highly reliable; the complexity of the satellite inhibits such formulation. However, with

the recent shift in interest to small satellites, reliability continues to be more crucial than

ever. TheCommercial off the shelf (COTS) components used in the contemporary satellites

exhibit lower reliability than space grade counterparts. Therefore the applicationofRAPand

RRAP for small satellites is an important area for research. Chapter 4 presents the detailed
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procedure and application of RAP and RRAP for small satellites.

2.2 Multidisciplinary Design Optimization

The traditional method of satellite design involves multiple design loops where every

subsystem is designed in parallel and later assembled to form the complete satellite. This ap-

proach typically gravitates towards optimizing point design and trade studies to provide a few

alternatives, thus often resulting in a sub-optimal satellite design. Numerous researches were

carried out to optimize satellite design where numerical optimization is extensively used to

optimize the individual subsystems/disciplines. For example, Boudjemai et al.43 performed

topology optimization using an enhanced Genetic Algorithm. Ravanbakhsh et al.44 devel-

oped a structural sizing tool to minimize the total mass of the satellite. Galski et al.45 op-

timized the satellite thermal subsystem for a multi-purpose satellite platform using a Gen-

eralized Extremal Optimization (GEO) algorithm. Jain and Simon46 developed a real-time

power management optimization of small satellites, and Richie et al.47 optimized the energy

storage and attitude control system of a small satellite. These optimizations produced out-

standingly optimal satellite subsystems but yielded a moderately optimal satellite system due

to the lack of interaction between the subsystems.

The performance of complex system is driven not only by the individual subsystem/dis-

cipline model but also their interactions. Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) is

a relatively new field of engineering that simultaneously optimizes and examines the interdis-

ciplinary coupling (interactions) to achieve better designs in a complex system such as a satel-

lite. MDO leverages the synergism/interactions between various disciplines and incorporates

them into the design calculation. The origins of MDO can be traced back to the structural
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optimization community, especially to the works of Schmit et al.48–50 and Haftka et al.51–53.

Over the yearsMDOhas been applied to optimize various complex systemswith strong disci-

plinary couplings such as aircrafts54–62, InternalCombustionEngines63, bridges64,65, trains66,

energy generation systems67, wind turbines68,69, automobiles70–72, UAVs73,74, ReusableLaunch

Vehicles75,76 and spacecrafts77–80.

Mosher79,81 was the first to investigate the applicability of MDO to conceptual satel-

lite design and developed a Spacecraft Concept Optimization and Utility Tool (SCOUT)

to find the optimal satellite design. Taylor82 advanced further by comparing MDO with

traditional satellite design approaches and identified MDO as a powerful tool to improve

decision-making capabilities. Jafarsalehi et al.80 developed a distributed Collaborative Opti-

mization (CO) framework that used Genetic Algorithm to optimize a remote sensing small

satellite mission. Wu et al.83 used a gradient-based approach to optimize a high fidelity satel-

lite model. Hwang et al.77 carried out a large-scale multidisciplinary optimization of a small

satellite design andoperationusing anewmathematical framework for gradient-basedMDO.

Barnhart et al.78 developed SPIDR, an automatic end-to-end design tool that addresses the

entire system engineering life cycle to improve the quality of satellite. On the other hand,

Fukunaga et al.84 implemented OASIS, an adaptive problem-solver that uses machine learn-

ing to adaptively select and configure ameta-heuristic algorithm to optimize a satellite model

in Multidisciplinary Integrated Design Assistant for Spacecraft (MIDAS)85.

The main spacecraft MDO frameworks that have been developed over the years include

Spacecraft System Design and Simulation Environment (SSDSE)86, Modeling and Simula-

tionof Satellite System (MuSSat)87, SpacecraftDistributedDesignEnvironment (SDIDE)88,

and Satellite Integrated Design Environment (SIDE)89. Also, a few efforts have been made
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to optimize Distributed Space Systems (DSS) design by examining the coupling between the

constellation and the satellite model. Shi et al.90 used a surrogate assisted optimization for

satellite constellation system design.

Another vital aspect ofMDOis the architecture that defines the typeof couplingbetween

the models and the overall optimization process. The choice of MDO architecture has a sig-

nificant impact on the optimization process and the computational costs. MDO architec-

tures are broadly classified as hierarchical and non-hierarchical architectures. In hierarchical

architecture, each child element has a parent element with which it exclusively interacts91.

Whereas, in the non-hierarchical architectures, there are various interactions between the

child elements in addition to their interactionwith the parent element. Martins andLambe92

surveyed 14 different MDO architectures and presented a detailed insight on each of them.

Due to the complex interactions among the child elements, the non-hierarchical approach

is more suitable for designing and optimizing a satellite. The non-hierarchical architectures

are further classified into two types based on the problem formulation. When a problem is

formulated as a single optimization problem, it is called Monolithic architecture, and when

it is decomposed into sub-problems to have a combined solution, it is called Distributed ar-

chitecture.

A plenty of efforts have been invested to compare different MDO architectures91,93–100.

When optimizing a complex system, Hulme and Bloebaum95 arrived at a result favouring

Multiple Design Feasible (MDF) over Individual Design Feasible (IDF) and All-At-Once

(AAO). Another study byMarriage andMartins101 concluded that Collaborative Optimiza-

tion (CO) outperformed MDF when few subsystems were highly coupled while the others

were not. On the contrary, benchmarking by Tedford and Martins99 showed that IDF and
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SimultaneousAnalysis andDesign (SAND)had the best performance overMDFandCOfor

their optimization problems. A recurring pointmade from these studies is that architecture’s

performance is problem-specific, and there is no one superior architecture that is suitable for

all types of problems. Diverse results obtained from the above studies show that the selec-

tion ofMDO architecture affects both the optimality of the solution and the computational

resources required. Remarkably few researchers90 have optimized the satellite design prob-

lem using MDO approaches, but the comparisons of MDO architectures have not yet been

analyzed for the satellite design problem.

Chapter 5 presents numerical models of satellite subsystems and their interdisciplinary

couplings. Thedeveloped systemmodel is integrated into thedistributed space systemmodel,

and different MDO formulations are compared for this application.

2.3 Reliability BasedMultidisciplinary Design Optimization

The main challenge of designing small satellites is to reduce overall costs while satisfying

performance and reliability requirements. Early inclusion of reliability analysis using relia-

bility allocation approaches optimizes the satellite reliability while reducing the cost. Like-

wise, solving the satellite design problem as anMDOformulation results in amore optimized

design. However, the satellite design may still be sub-optimal due to the lack of correlation

between the satellite and the reliabilitymodels. Notable design improvement and cost reduc-

tion are achievable only by examining the impact of design choices on reliability. Besides, it

is not intuitively possible to explore a design trade-space by varying the design variables while

examining the impacts on the design and their concomitant impacts on reliability. Indeed,

individual optimizations for reliability and design do not articulate what drives value in the
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design, thus requiring a Reliability-Based Design Optimization (RBDO).

RBDOof an engineering system involves finding a systemdesign such that the prescribed

performance is optimized while ensuring the system reliability is above acceptable limit102.

RBDO is widely used in industries, especially the structural design community, to integrate

reliability with design optimization103–110. The primary focus of their studies were either to

identify an effective way to formulate the problem or to develop efficient optimization pro-

cedures to solve the problem. The studies often employed deterministic models111–113 and

probabilisticmodels114,115 to quantify reliability of the structural design. Multiple novel algo-

rithms such as Genetic Algorithm(GA)116, Particle Swarm Optimization117,118, Directional

bat algorithm119 are exercised for RBDO to reduce the computational effort. Meng et al.120

surveyed several RBDO researches and provided an overview of metaheuristics for RBDO

problems. RBDO’s success and effectiveness in solving the structural design problem have

inspired other industries to utilize RBDO techniques for various high reliability demanding

complex systems.

Attractive traits of RBDO and MDO can be combined as a Reliability-Based Multi-

disciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) for designing complex multidisciplinary sys-

tems. RBMDO is gradually gaining its deserved attention, particularly in the development

of launch vehicles121, aircrafts122–126, automobiles127,128 and turbine blades129,130. Similar to

MDO, the computational efficiency of RBMDO also depends on the choice ofMDO archi-

tecture employed. Nikbay et al.131 optimized aircraft wings by formulating the problem as

MDF architecture, resulting in the RBMDO-MDF method. Furthermore, Huang et al.132

decoupled the system in electronic product design by formulating the problem with IDF

architecture to improve the computational efficiency. On the other hand, Hui et al.133 com-
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bined Concurrent SubSpace Optimization (CSSO), which is a type of distributedMDO ar-

chitecture,with the advancedfirst-order second-moment reliability analysismodel to develop

an RBMDO-CSSO method. Similarly, Ahn et al.134 proposed an RBMDO-BLISS method

in which the reliability analysis and design optimization were carried out sequentially. De-

spite justifying their success, RBDO and RBMDO are barely enforced in satellite design.

Only a handful of studies that discuss satellite design optimization in the context of reliabil-

ity have been published. Many satellite developers are yet to derive their advantages.

Combining reliability and satellite design problem results in mixed-integer nonlinear

programming (MINLP) problem that is challenging to solve, mainly when involving numer-

ous design variables. Often MINLP is divided into Nonlinear Programming (NLP) involv-

ing continuous variables and Integer Linear Programming (ILP) involving integer variables

to make it computationally easier. However, the interactions between design and reliability

are lost by dividingMINLP, thus producing sub-optimal design. For example, the reliability

of a satellite depends on its design, and it must be modified when reliability improvement

is required. In some cases, the design might not meet the reliability target within the avail-

able resources such as size, weight, power and cost (SWaP-C) when solving NLP and ILP

individually.

Although, simultaneously optimizing RBMDO as MINLP is computationally expen-

sive, it has the highest potential for optimal design. Therefore, the Surrogate model method

was employed by previous researchers to reduce the complexity of the computation. A sur-

rogate model eliminates repeated computation of complex functions by fitting the output

responses with input parameters. Meng et al.127 used a response surface model, a type of sur-

rogatemodel, to reduce the computation time of coupled analysis in a hydraulic transmission
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system. Roshanin et al.121 proposed a similar approach to reduce the computational time in

RBMDO of launch vehicles. Chen et al.135, and Li et al.136 employed the Kriging surrogate

model to improve the efficiency of the RBMDO. Roy et al.137–139 developed a Mixed Inte-

ger Efficient Global Optimization algorithm - Multiple Infill via a Multi-Objective Strategy

(AMIEGO-MIMOS) to aircraft mission design which employs the Kriging surrogate model

for the integer part of the problem. However, these novel approaches that include surrogate

models have not been employed for the RBMDO of satellites so far.

Although, some specific ideas of RBMDOwere utilized for the satellite design in previ-

ous studies. Pullen et al.140 optimized a spacecraft design for performance uncertainty mea-

sured in terms of reliability by considering redundancy as design variables. Mosher et al.141

considered technology choices for the spacecraft bus as design variables while optimizing the

spacecraft. Mosher did not explicitly analyze reliability, but the spacecraft bus’s technol-

ogy choices influenced the cost, which impacted its reliability. Hassan et al.142 carried out

reliability-based design optimization by formulating both the technology choices and redun-

dancy levels as discrete design variables in the optimization of a communication satellite.

Moreover, the reliability models in the literature formulate satellite as a single phased sys-

tem instead of a Phased Mission System (PMS), resulting in disproportionate prioritization

of mission-critical elements to improve the system reliability. To the best of the authors’

knowledge, the RBMDO of satellites and their design in the PMS context have not been

published previously, making it a unique optimization problem.
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2.4 Decision Support System

Traditionally, satellite design lifecycles follow the sequential method, where conceptual

design is followed by cost estimation. The traditional method calls for contributions from

several teams anddomain experts, thus consuming substantial time and resources. Moreover,

it condemns point designs inflexible towards evolving requirements and does not account for

its downstream implication. Due to these pitfalls of the traditional method, contemporary

concurrent design is extensively used nowadays143,144.

The Concurrent Design method employed in the early design phases cutbacks the time

needed to produce the initial design145. Concurrent Designmethodologies enable the simul-

taneous design of individual subsystems while managing their interdisciplinary interactions

to improve efficiency and productivity. Over the years, several system engineering tools and

support systems are developed to advance the concurrent design. GAJAT146 was one of the

earliest tools developed atNASA-JPL to replicate themission design out ofTeam-X, formally

called the Advanced Products Development Team. GAJAT supports the design process by

providing estimates for consumable resources required for the mission, minimum required

launch vehicle capability, ground segment requirements, and total mission cost. Aguilar et

al.147 developed a spreadsheet-based tool, explicitly for ease of use, at the Concurrent Design

Center in The Aerospace Corporation. It assisted them in the design process by connecting

all subsystems through a local server, thus allowing continual contribution from domain ex-

perts. Also, real-time discussions at the design center identified subsystem interactions that

were not captured by the tool.

Although these systemengineering tools enhanced the designprocess, they identify point
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design and abstain when top-level requirements evolve. To deal with this problem, Chase

et al.148 developed a tool that connected discipline models with system-level trade models

and explored the trade space of the design. Girerd et al.149 followed a similar approach and

developed the Project Trades Model (PTM) that captured the interactions between system

and subsystems to enable trade studies such as system performances, costs and risks. Further

adding to the contribution, Min et al.150 performed a broader trade analysis by developing

a pre-study tool called Space Architecture Development and Analysis Tool (SADAT) that

generated hundreds of design options. Morse et al.151 developed detailed engineeringmodels

to complement the point designs with a range of design alternatives. Interestingly, Lewis et

al.152 developed a modular concurrent engineering model that offered convenience in using

models developed for previous missions, thus shortening the design time.

On the other hand,McInnes et al.153 identified that these tools were biased towards large

satellite designs and lacked the capabilities needed for designing small satellites. Therefore,

McInnes developed the SmallSatCEM tool to support small satellite design studies. Small-

SatCEMwasdeveloped inMicrosoft ExcelwithVisual Basic in the backend for computation.

Furthermore, the tool was also linked to small satellite component databases, engineering

models and analysis tools related to small satellites.

Similar to SmallSatCEM, Ridolfi et al.154 developed the System Engineering Module

(SEM) to enhance thequality of thedesignbyutilizing amultidisciplinarydesignprocess, and

Chang et al.155 developed System Engineering Design Tool (SEDT) to minimize the labour

involved in the conceptual design of small satellites. Additionally, SEDT was linked to a

database that contained detailed designs of 200 small satellites. Leveraging this data, SEDT

could verify design parameters, provide design references and estimate a rough development
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cost based on the requirements. SEDT is also considered as a statistical design analyzer ow-

ing to a large amount of data. Additionally, SEDT has a graphic user interface to provide

convenience to the users. While most of the tools discussed here invested in implementing a

user-friendly interface topromote its usage, identifying anoptimalwasnotprioritized. More-

over, reliabilitymodels were not considered in these tools. SADAT is the only exception, that

implemented a simple reliability model and supported numerical optimization.

2.5 Research Gap Summary

In summary, a collection of research gaps in the published literature that relate to the

overarching goals of this research are given below.

• The statistical analyses of on-orbit data were carried out more than a decade ago, mak-

ing them outdated and primarily inadequate for the current designs.

• Development of allocation strategy combining heritage data and expert opinions are

rarely explored.

• Theoptimal reliability allocation strategies used for satellite designs are not formulated

as RAP and RRAP problems.

• The satellite designs have not been modelled as a Phased Mission System, thus over-

looking mission-critical systems in reliability analysis.

• The MDO for satellite designs is seldom employed, and a suitable MDO architecture

for this application is not identified.

• RBMDO of small satellites in the context of PMS has not been studied so far.
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• Design approaches that combine reliability with satellite models in the initial design

phase lacks detailed research.

• TheDecision support systems developed to complement the concurrent design donot

leverage the latest developments in MDO and reliability analysis.
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Without data you are just another person with opinion.

W.Edwards Deming

3
Statistical Reliability Analysis

The reliability of a system is an indicator that conveys how well the system per-

forms during a given operational period without any failure or a need for repair work. Given

the increasing levels of sophistication in today’s engineering systems, one of the critical re-

quirements is to design a highly reliable system within the available size, weight, power, cost
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and other resources. Inadequate reliability considerations in the initial design stages can re-

sult in incompetent designs that are expensive to improve later. Hence, there is an increasing

concern among satellite designers and engineers to pay particular attention to reliability from

the beginning of the design.

Due to the insufficient failure data of satellites and their components, reliability analysis

during the conceptual design phase becomes a complicated process. Alternatively, statisti-

cal analysis of on-orbit satellite failure data identifies a macro-reliability figure based on the

satellite mass category, mission and orbit inclination. This chapter presents a methodical

approach describing the steps involved in the reliability analysis of satellites.

3.1 Analysis Approach

A broad understanding of satellite reliability trends can help understand the common

cause of failure and identify design choices to lower the likelihood of failure. In this chapter,

the reliability trends of small satellites launchedover the last three decades are investigated and

compared. The dataset containing on-orbit failure data of satellites are mainly categorized

based on their mass as shown in Table 3.1. However, this research strongly emphasizes on

on-orbit failures of small satellites (40− 500 kg).

Table 3.1: Satellite Mass Categories

Category Mass Range [kg]
Picosatellite 0− 1
Nanosatellite 1− 10
Microsatellite 10− 100
Minisatellite 100− 500
Large satellite 500− 5000
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First, thenon-parametric reliability functions of the satellites are calculatedwith thewidely

used Kaplan-Meier estimator. Next, the obtained reliability results are represented using

suitable parametric models such as Weibull distribution and Exponential distribution. The

dataset is further classified based on satellite mission, developer type, launch date, design life-

time and orbit inclination to analyze their specific reliability trends. Finally, the contribution

to satellite failure by the satellite subsystems is quantified for each category of the dataset, and

the subsystems with high(er) propensity for failure are identified. The subsystems at risk are

then subject to improvement by incorporating reliability/redundancy allocation.

3.2 Data Collection

The dataset containing on-orbit failure data of satellites is gathered from the Seradata

SpaceTrak database156. This database is considered the most authoritative and is used by

leading launch providers, satellite insurers and manufacturers. Additionally, the publicly

available Satellite Missions Database157 is also utilised to cross-verify the previously obtained

dataset and append any missing information. The consolidated dataset consists of 31 pi-

cosatellitesweighing from0.1−1 kg, 1900 small satellitesweighing from 1−500 kg, and 1702

large satellites weighing from 500− 5000 kg launched between 1990− 2020. The dataset is

restricted to satellites that were successfully launched into Earth-orbits. Interplanetary mis-

sions and satellites that failed due to launcher failures are also excluded from the dataset.

For each satellite, the following data are collected: 1) launch date 2) failure date, in case of

failure 3) censor date, in case of no failure 4) mission group 5) orbit inclination 6) equipment

at fault 7) capability lost. Censoring occurs when a satellite is in operation by the end of the
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observation window or if it is turned off before it failed. As a result, the dataset also includes

right-censored data. Survival analysis of censored dataset is not trivial and has to be carefully

analysed to obtain unbiased results. Kaplan-Meier estimator158 is best suited to handle the

dataset containing complete and right-censored data points.

3.3 Nonparametric Analysis of Satellite Failure Data

Nonparametric methods are distribution-free and do not rely on the assumption that

the data is drawn from any parametric family of probability distributions. Kaplan-Meier is

one of the nonparametric estimators used to estimate the survival function from failure data.

The survival function of theKaplan-Meier estimator is a right continuous step functionwith

steps at failure times158. The Kaplan-Meier estimate of the survival function, also called the

reliability function, is defined as

R(t) =
∏
ti<t

ni − di
ni

(3.1)

where di is the number of failed satellites at time t and ni is the number of satellites opera-

tional just before the time t. The dispersion of the Kaplan-Meier estimate is captured using

the 95% confidence interval. It shows the 95% likelihood that the actual reliability will fall be-

tween the upper and lower bounds, while the calculated reliability is themost likely estimate.

The upper and lower bounds are calculated from the variance or standard deviation of the

estimator. The variance of the Kaplan-Meier estimator is given by Greenwood’s formula159

as given below.

ˆvar[R(ti)] ≡ σ2(ti) = [R̂(ti)]2
∑ di

ni(ni − di)
(3.2)
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R95%(ti) = R̂(ti)± 1.96 σ(ti) (3.3)

3.4 Parametric Analysis of Satellite Failure Data

Even thoughnonparametric analysis is flexible, the results are difficult to interpret. There-

fore a parametric model and a probability distribution function are needed to model the re-

liability of satellites. Weibull distribution is used to model the data whose distribution pa-

rameters are determined using the Graphical method (GM) and the Maximum Likelihood

Estimate (MLE). The goodness of fit indicators such as the Coefficient of determination

(R2) for GM andAkaike Information Criterion (AIC) forMLE are used to verify the fit and

compare with other distributions.

3.4.1 Weibull Distribution

One of the general practices is to model the satellite reliability using Exponential Dis-

tribution. However, the constant failure rates in Exponential Distribution inappropriately

model the reliability of satellite components. Therefore the reliability bathtub curve is used

to provide better models. The reliability bathtub curve consists of three key periods: infant

mortality, where failure rates decrease as a function of time, normal life or useful life, where

failure rates remain low and constant over time, and end of life wear-out, where the failure

rates increase over time. Commercial satellites employ space-grade components, which are

“burned-in” to eliminate infant moralities. The mission lifetime would be less than the nor-

mal lifetime of the weakest component and does not encounter the third key period. There-

fore, it is sufficient in this case to estimate reliability in the second key period. However,
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COTS components used in the small satellites are not burned-in, and the duration of the

normal life is insignificant. Hence, it is crucial to consider all three periods during the design

of small satellites. Weibull Distribution is generally preferred in such cases as it can model all

three periods. The probability density function of Weibull Distribution is given by,

f(t) =


(

β
α

) ( t
α

)(β−1) e−(
t
α )

β

for t ≥ 0

0 for t < 0
(3.4)

where α is the scale parameter and is expressed in units of time, t. It represents the time when

63.2% of the population has died. β is the shape parameter and is dimensionless. The failure

rate or hazard rate of Weibull Distribution is written as follows.

λ(t) =
β
α

( t
α

)β−1
, β > 0, α > 0, t ≥ 0 (3.5)

For 0 < β < 1, the failure rate is decreasing that models the infant mortality. For β = 1,

the failure rate is constant and this is equivalent to Exponential Distribution. For β > 1, the

failure rate is increasing that models the wear-out period. The reliability function ofWeibull

Distribution is

R(t) = e−(
t
α )

β

(3.6)

3.4.2 GraphicalMethod

One of the simplest ways to estimate the shape and scale parameter of theWeibull Distri-

bution is linear regression, also called the Graphical Method. The reliability function of the

Weibull Distribution can be expressed as a linear equation by taking natural logarithm twice
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and rearranging the equation (3.6) as follows:

ln[R(t)] = −
( t
α

)β
(3.7)

ln[−ln[R(t)] = β ln t− β ln α (3.8)

This can be rewritten as a linear equation,

y = mx+ c (3.9)

where y = ln[−ln[R(t)] , x = ln t, slopem = β the shape parameter and intercept c =−β ln α.

With equation (3.9) and the reliability estimates calculated from the Nonparameteric analy-

sis, the shape and scale parameter of the Weibull Distribution can be estimated. The coeffi-

cient of determination denoted by R2, pronounced as “R-squared” is the indication of how

well the observed on-orbit failure behaviour is replicated by the regression model. R2 ranges

between 0 to 1 where 1 indicates that the regression model perfectly fits the data.

3.4.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Another way of estimating the Weibull parameters is using a Maximum Likelihood Es-

timator. The accuracy of the Weibull model is better using MLE compared to GM. The

likelihood function is defined as a function that expresses the joint density of all observations

in the dataset. The Weibull parameters that maximize this likelihood function are the most

likely or the maximum likelihood values for the shape and scale parameter. The main rea-

son for investigating this approach is its asymptotic unbiasedness andminimal variance. The
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likelihood function for a censored dataset160 is given as,

P(t|α, β) =
n∏
i=1

f(ti|α, β)ci R(ti|α, β)1−ci (3.10)

where ci is the censor indicator and is equal to 0 if the datapoint is censored and 1 if failure

has occurred. The function f represents the Weibull probability density function and R the

reliability function. Substituting equation (3.4) and (3.6) in equation (3.10),

P(tf, tc|α, β) =
n∏
i=1

(
β
α

)( tfi
α

)(β−1)
e−

( tfi
α

)β n∏
i=1

e−(
tci
α )

β

(3.11)

where tf, tc represent the failure time and censor time respectively. The shape and scale pa-

rameter can be estimated by maximizing equation (3.11). Similar to the coefficient of deter-

mination, forMLE,Akaike InformationCriterion (AIC) represents the prediction error and

quality of model fit for the given data. Generally, AIC is used to compare different models,

and it estimates the relative amount of information lost by the model. Lower AIC values

indicate a better-fit model.

3.5 Small Satellites

The consolidated dataset consists of various classes of satellites operating in different en-

vironments. The design philosophies for each satellite is distinct from each other. Therefore,

the dataset is fragmented into three subsets to getmeaningful results. The reliabilities of small

satellites (40−500 kg) are discussed in detail in the following sections. Following that, a brief

discussion of the reliabilities of small satellites (0.1−40 kg) and large satellites (> 500 kg) are

presented. There are more than 1000 satellites weighing less than 40 kg in the dataset, and
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they have comparatively low reliabilities. Therefore, the small satellites are separated into two

groups, 0.1− 40 kg and 40− 500 kg, to eliminate the bias in results.

The analysis of the small satellite dataset is performed in two separate approaches. The

first approach examines the collective reliability of small satellites by taking advantage of a

large sample to gain a precise result within a narrow confidence interval. However, the results

corresponding to the collective reliability conceal the reliability of an individual subset. The

second approach categorises the data further based on mission type, developer type, launch

date, design lifetime and orbit inclination. This approach provides the reliability of individ-

ual subsets, but the sampling size is significantly small, which gives uncertain results.

3.5.1 Collective Reliability

The dataset for collective reliability analysis consists of on-orbit data of 866 small satel-

lites launched between January 1990 to January 2020 of which 318 satellites failed and 548

satellites were censored. Figure 3.1 shows the nonparametric model and the Weibull Distri-

butions. Table 3.2 shows the corresponding Weibull parameters using MLE and GM. The

R2 value calculated from GM is 0.911, which strongly suggests that the Weibull Distribu-

tion is a good fit. The AIC of Weibull Distribution estimated from MLE is 2140, and the

AIC of Exponential Distribution is 2278. The lower AIC value confirms that the Weibull

Distribution is indeed better than the Exponential Distribution.

Table 3.2: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites

Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

Small Satellites 21.7553 0.5894 19.4949 0.6060

Here, the shape parameter is less than 1 and it clearly indicates the propensity for infant mor-
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Figure 3.1: Collective reliability of small satellites launched between 1990‐2020

tality. Since the Exponential Distribution can only have constant failure rate, it cannot effec-

tively represent the actual on-orbit behaviour of satellite.

3.5.2 Reliability at different decades

The dataset is categorized into two groups to investigate the reliability of small satellite

launched in the last three decades. The groups comprise satellites launched before and after

2010. Table 3.3 shows the summary of each category. The number of small satellites launched

after 2010 has significantly increased. Figure 3.2 illustrates the non-parametric and Weibull

models for the two groups. Table 3.4 lists the associated parameters. 7% of the small satellites

launched before 2010 failed or retiredwithin the first year, while this percentage raised to 20%

for satellites launched after 2010. The decreasing shape parameter outlines the increased in-

fantmortality of satellites launched after 2010. The surge in first-time satellite developers and

comprehensive utilization of COTS components may explain this increase in infant mortal-
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ity. However, at five years after launch the reliability of small satellites after 2010 has increased

to 0.80 compared to 0.52 for the satellites launched before 2010. The inference here is that if

new satellites outlast an initial threshold, they tend to remain functional and outperform the

satellites launched before 2010 in terms of survivability.

Table 3.3: Small Satellites categorization based on launch year

Launch year Launched Failed Censored
1990-2009 441 228 213
2010-2019 425 56 369

Figure 3.2: Reliability of small satellites launched at different decades

Table 3.4: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites categorized based on launch year

Year Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

1990-2009 11.6442 0.5842 8.8792 0.7009
2010-2019 122.7151 0.4840 107.9955 0.4964
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3.5.3 Reliability for different mission types

This category investigates the effect of mission types on reliability. The same dataset

(containing866 satellites) is subdividedbasedon fourmajormission types: TechnologyDemon-

stration, Communication, Earth Observation, and Science Mission. Table 3.5 shows the

summary of each category. The results obtained in this analysis is analogous to the results

from Guo et al.9. The dependency of failure behaviour on the mission type barely exhibits

any variation in the last decade. Figure 3.3 shows the non-parametricmodel andWeibull Dis-

tributions while their respective parameters are shown in Table 3.6. The shape parameters

of Communication and Earth Observation satellites are relatively higher than Technology

Demonstration and ScienceMission satellites. Among the dataset, 53%of EarthObservation

and Communication satellites were developed by private companies to offer commercial ser-

vices. This foster well-designed and well-tested satellites which exhibit relatively high shape

parameter. On the other hand, Technology Demonstrators are profoundly prone to failure

due to their accredited purpose. Some private companies offer highly reliable satellite plat-

form for technology demonstration. But the experimental nature of the payload, in this case,

affects the overall reliability of the satellite. ScienceMission satellites operate in sparsely iden-

tified or challenging environments to perform experiments. As a result, they have a higher

chance of failing within the first few days of the mission. In contrast, at the end of 10 years,

Communication satellites have similar reliability as that of TechnologyDemonstration satel-

lites. The plummets in reliability are because the technology onboard the communication

satellites becomes outdated rather quickly. Therefore, these satellites are either designed for

a short life or replaced by the operators to upgrade their services. The inference here is that

Communication satellites have the lowest probability to fail during the first year of opera-
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tion. At the same time, Earth observation satellites have the lowest probability to fail after

ten years in orbit. Science Mission and Technology demonstration satellites have higher in-

fant mortality rates. While Technology demonstration satellites are more prone to failures

than Science Mission satellites after five years in orbit.

Table 3.5: Small Satellite categorization based on Mission type

Mission Launched Failed Censored
Technology 129 53 76

Communication 443 200 243
Earth Observation 183 23 160

Science 111 42 69

Figure 3.3: Reliability of small satellites for different mission types

3.5.4 Reliability of different satellite developer categories

In this section, the dataset is split into three groups: Government, Private, andUniversity

to investigate reliability variation among these satellite developers. Table 3.7 shows the small
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Table 3.6: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites categorized based on mission type

Mission Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

Technology 23.9288 0.3706 15.0166 0.4316
Communication 13.2987 0.7507 12.6880 0.7294
Earth Observation 412.6474 0.4739 99.7970 0.6310

Science 86.1004 0.3343 43.2374 0.4217

satellites based on developers. The satellites developed by national and international space

agencies are listed under the Government group, the satellites developed by commercial en-

tities are listed under the Private group, and the satellites developed by schools, colleges and

universities are listed under the University group. As expected, the University class satellites

suffer significant infant mortality. Satellites under the Government group demonstrate con-

siderably higher reliability than the University satellites. However, their reliability fades over

time. In the tenth year, the reliability of University and Government satellites are indistin-

guishable. The complexity of Government satellites can explain the reason behind this out-

come. Moreover, mere housekeeping data might qualify University satellites as operational,

but that is not the case for Government satellites. Satellites developed by Private commercial

entities have lower shape parameter than Government satellites but demonstrate higher reli-

ability in the tenth year. Nevertheless, it must be taken with a grain of salt as the commercial

entities are not as forth-coming as other developers about failures. Around 79% of Private

satellites are censored, indicating either the satellites never failed or the satellites assumed to

have retiredwith unreported failure information. Therefore, the reliability of Private satellite

may be lower than the result presented here. Figure 3.4 shows the non-parametric and para-

metric while the Table 3.8 shows the associated parameters for this dataset. It is inferred that

Government satellites have the lowest probability to fail during the first year of operation
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while Private satellites have the lowest probability to fail after ten years in orbit.

Table 3.7: Small Satellite categorization based on Developer

Mission Launched Failed Censored
Government 437 215 222

Private 374 80 294
University 55 23 32

Figure 3.4: Reliability of small satellites for different satellite developers

Table 3.8: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites categorized based on Developer

Mission Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

Government 13.6189 0.6205 10.9829 0.6894
Private 71.1911 0.5256 52.9258 0.5777

University 36.3287 0.3138 24.2146 0.3818
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3.5.5 Reliability for different design lifetime

The dataset is subdivided into three groups based on their design lifetime: less than or

equal to five years, greater than five years, and unknown to investigate their reliabilities. Ta-

ble 3.9 lists the number of satellites launched, failed and censored in each group. Figure 3.5

andTable 3.10 illustrate the non-parametric plus parametricmodel of the satellite groups and

their associated parameters respectively. Unlike in the previous section, there is a notable dif-

ference in the shape parameters estimated byMLE and GM. SinceMLE better represent the

dataset than GM, it is used as a baseline for comparing the subdivided groups. As expected,

the satelliteswith lifetimegreater than 5 years havebetter reliability than theother twogroups.

The satellites with a long lifetime requirement normally comprise space-grade components,

which successfully reduces the infant mortality rate. The satellites whose design life was not

known, did not exhibit infant mortality. But their chances of survival faded rather quickly.

They had the lowest reliability after 2 years in orbit. The inference here is that the satellites

with more than five years of design life have the highest reliability.

Table 3.9: Small Satellite categorization based on Design lifetime

Mission Launched Failed Censored
≤ 5 555 180 375
> 5 151 31 120

Unknown 160 107 53

3.5.6 Reliability for different inclination

Finally, to investigate the effect of the operating environment on reliability, the data is

categorized into Polar and Non-Polar orbit groups. The Polar group contains the satellites
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Figure 3.5: Reliability of small satellites for different design lifetimes

Table 3.10: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites categorized based on design lifetime

Mission Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

≤ 5 27.4768 0.5494 21.2312 0.6063
> 5 151.9503 0.5828 89.7667 0.7025

Unknown 4.7005 0.6302 2.6167 1.1012

operating at orbit inclined between 80◦ and 110◦ from the equatorial plane, while the Non-

Polar group contains the remaining satellites as shown in Table 3.11. Interestingly, satellites

in polar orbits, that are subjected to harsh environments have lower infant mortality than

Non-Polar satellites. However, it is coherent that Government agencies and Private entities

developed 91%of polar satellites, andmost of them are experienced developers. Furthermore,

stricter reliability standards are adopted for polar satellites, which contributes to this trend.

Understandably over time, the polar satellites deteriorate quicker than the Non-Polar coun-

terparts. Therefore, the reliability of Non-Polar satellites in the fifth year and tenth year is
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higher than Polar satellites. Figure 3.6 captures this reliability trends whose parameters are

presented in Table 3.12. The inference here is that Polar satellites have the lowest probability

to fail during the first year of operation while Non-Polar satellites have the lowest probability

to fail after five years.

Table 3.11: Small Satellite categorization based on Operating Environment

Mission Launched Failed Censored
Polar 484 197 287

Non-Polar 382 121 261

Figure 3.6: Reliability of small satellites with different orbit inclination

Table 3.12: Estimated Weibull parameters for small satellites categorized based on orbit Inclination

Mission Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

Polar 18.0388 0.6034 13.2237 0.7008
Non-Polar 35.6253 0.5082 33.5043 0.5220
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3.5.7 Relative contribution of each subsystem to failure

As anext step further, subsystemswith ahighpropensity to failure are identifiedby apply-

ing a comparative reliability analysis. The relative contribution of each subsystem to satellite

failure is calculated using the model presented by Castet et al.5. In this model, for each sub-

system j, the probability of subsystem failure, P̂subsystem with its reliability, R̂subsystem is given

by equation 3.12. Similarly, the probability of satellite failure is calculated using equation

3.13. Here the reliability of satellite, R̂satellite and reliability of subsystem, R̂subsystem are non-

parametric reliability obtained from Kaplan-Meier analysis. Then, the relative contribution

of each subsystem is calculated using the equation 3.14.

P̂subsystem = 1− R̂subsystem (3.12)

P̂satellite = 1− R̂satellite (3.13)

rj =
P̂subsystemj

Psatellite
(3.14)

The Table 3.13 lists the failure of each subsystem that lead to satellite failure at various

points in time. Satellite failures that occurred due to collisions or debris strikes are grouped as

Others. Likewise, Unknown is another category listed here representing the satellites whose

failure reasons are unknown or unreported. AlthoughUnknown represents a dominant part

of satellite failure, it is omitted due to its unspecificity and to improve the interpretation of

results. The remaining categories are normalized and presented as shown in Figure 3.7.

The overall trend here is that the probability of failure of each subsystem is high at the

beginning and steadily reduces in the first two years. Later, the values gradually decrease and
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fluctuate around a nominal value. Finally, they wear out at their end of life. The pie-chart

in Figure 3.7 shows that Power is the most vulnerable subsystem among others, followed by

AOCSandTTC.After 30days in orbit, the significant failure contribution ofAOCS (31.7%)

and the Power (31.5%) subsystems indicate that these two systems largely drive infant mor-

tality, followed by TTC (16%) and Mechanism (15.5%). The four major subsystems con-

tributing to satellite failure remain the same after one year in orbit. However, here the Power

(29.5%) subsystem contributes more than the AOCS (26%). A similar trend is seen between

Mechanism (16.4%) and TTC (13.2%). The contribution of the power subsystem surges to

37.2% at the end of five years. Correspondingly, a sudden climb in the contributions of TTC

(20.6%) and Propulsion (6.63%) are observed, whereas the contributions of AOCS (18.8%)

andMechanism (7.53%) have declined. After ten years in orbit, the Power subsystem (44.1%)

remains the most probable cause of satellite failure. Meanwhile, an increase in contribution

of AOCS (19.1%) and decrease in contribution of TTC (17.4%) are observed. Interestingly,

the contribution fromThermal subsystem increases from 1.89%at 5 years to 5.04%at 10 years.

No satellite failed due to Payload and Structural subsystems in ten years in the examined

dataset. However, this is anunlikely condition anddoes not represent the actual case. Payload

failure directly associates withmission failure. Due to the non-transparency, it is common to

expect payload failurewithin theunknowncategory. On theother hand, the structural failure

of satellites occurs mainly due to the launch environment, resulting in infant mortality. This

complete and immediate loss of satellite may not provide enough failure information and

could be included under the Unknown category.

Despite having a high propensity of failure associatedwithmoving parts, theMechanism

subsystem contributes less to the satellite failure than Power, AOCS and TTC subsystems.
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Table 3.13: Percentage contribution to satellite failure

Failure Percentage Contribution (%)
30 days 1 year 5 years 10 years

AOCS 17.75 10.41 3.76 4.32
Mechanism 8.68 6.57 1.50 1.13

OBC 2.89 2.84 0.65 0.49
Payload 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Power 17.63 11.78 7.42 9.97

Propulsion 0.0 0.0 1.32 0.99
Structure 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Thermal 0.0 1.65 0.38 1.14
TTC 8.95 5.26 4.12 3.94

Unknown 44.09 60.01 80.04 77.41
Other 0.0 1.47 0.80 0.60

Spacecraft design often avoids complex mechanism and employ highly reliable mechanism.

Moreover, most of the mechanism, such as Solar panel Deployment and Hold Down and

Release Mechanisms, are single-use mechanisms that only contribute to infant mortality.

3.6 Large Satellites

While small satellites continue to make headlines in the space industry, conventional

(medium and large) satellites are still extensively used. The 640 satellites weighing between

500kg - 5000kg launched in the last decade justify this statement. High reliability is recog-

nized as a superior trait of conventional satellites. In this section, the reliability of conven-

tional satellites is analyzed to investigate whether they are better than small satellites to justify

their exorbitant cost.

For this analysis, the reliabilities of large satellites launched between January 1990 - Jan-
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(a) t = 30days (b) t = 1year

(c) t = 5years
(d) t = 10years

Figure 3.7: Relative contribution to satellite failure after 30days, 1year, 5years and 10 years (without unknown cause)
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uary 2020 are examined. The obtained dataset consists of 1702 satellites, of which 1275 satel-

lites are censored. Figure 3.8 shows the collective reliability of large satellites. The shape pa-

rameter less than one, as shown in Table 3.14 indicates that infant mortality is prevalent in

large satellites as well. The R2 value of 0.920, calculated from GM, shows that the Weibull

Distribution is a good fit for large satellites. The corresponding AIC values of Weibull Dis-

tribution further verify its fit. Figure 3.9 shows the comparison of small satellite and large

satellite reliability. It is evident that large satellites have soaring reliability than small satellites

and encounter fewer causalities during the initial phases. Figure 3.10 - 3.13 show the relia-

bility of large satellites with different categorization and Table 3.14 shows the associated pa-

rameters. Although communication satellites have more serious infant mortality than Earth

Observation satellites, they have the highest reliability in the tenth year, followed by Earth

Observation and Navigation satellites. Technology Demonstration satellites show the worst

reliability as envisioned. Large satellites designed by Government agencies have lower infant

moralities, whereas the satellites designed by Private entities have higher reliability after ten

years in orbit. However, the reliability of Private satellites could be lower than the estimation

as the majority of private entities are not transparent about satellite failures. Large satellites

with more than ten years of design lifetime have higher infant moralities than satellites with

less than ten years of design lifetime. Still, they have higher reliability after 15 years in orbit.

Similarly, large satellites launched before 2010 have lower infant mortality rates, while the

satellites launched after 2010 have higher reliability after ten years in orbit.
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Figure 3.8: Collective reliability of large satellites launched between 1990‐2019

Table 3.14: Estimated Weibull parameters for different large satellite categorization

Category Groups Graphical - Method MLE
α [years] β α [years] β

Collective 69.46 0.6363 60.45 0.6541

Mission

Technology 32.97 0.4084 15.72 0.5516
Communication 127.45 0.5564 95.88 0.6038
Earth Observation 56.13 0.6946 37.38 0.8193

Science 33.18 0.5991 22.60 0.7261
Navigation 49.26 0.6927 30.74 0.8141

Developer Government 39.86 0.6882 33.30 0.7205
Private 368.63 0.5007 190.70 0.5957

Design Life ≤ 10 years 56.64 0.6499 44.86 0.7107
> 10 years 378.02 0.5571 393.79 0.5168

Launch Year < 2010 65.48 0.6462 54.53 0.6817
≥ 2010 1486.30 0.3816 1130.87 0.3901

3.7 Small Satellites < 40 kg

The statistical reliabilities of 1043 small satellites weighing less than 40 kg were investi-

gated using on-orbit failure data. The shape parameter from the collective analysis, shown in
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of large satellite and small satellite reliability

Figure 3.10: Reliability of large satellites based on Mission type

Figure 3.14 is less than one and confirms the presence of infant mortality. Figure 3.15 - 3.18

show the reliability of small satellites (< 40 kg) with different categorization. From the cate-

gorization based on launch year, it is identified that the infant mortality rates have decreased
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Figure 3.11: Reliability of large satellites for different developer group

Figure 3.12: Reliability of large satellites with different design life

over the years. Communication satellites have the lowest probability of failure in terms of

mission types, while the Science Mission satellites suffered from high infant mortality rates.

Satellites developed by Government agencies tend to have high reliability if they survived the
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Figure 3.13: Reliability of large satellites launched in different decade

first few days in orbit. Unexpectedly, the reliability of this satellite class did not vary signifi-

cantly for Polar and Non-Polar orbits. The cause of failure for 86% of the failed satellites in

the dataset wasUnknown. Consequently, it was not possible to identify the subsystemswith

a high(er) propensity for failure.

3.8 Summary

In this Chapter, the statistical reliability of 866 small satellites (40− 500 kg), 1043 small

satellites (< 40 kg) and 1702 large satellite (> 500 kg) were investigated using empirical fail-

ure data. As this research focuses onmicrosatellites that fall under the small satellite category

weighing between 40-500 kg, their results are summarized below. The calculated shape pa-

rameter value for the collective reliability analysis is less than one, indicating the prevalence

of infant mortality in small satellites. Small satellites launched before 2010 conferred lower

infant mortality rates, while the satellites launched after 2010 were identified to have higher
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Figure 3.14: Collective reliability of small satellites < 40kg launched between 1990‐2020

Figure 3.15: Reliability of small satellites < 40kg launched at different decades

reliability after five years in orbit. With regards to themission influence of the satellite reliabil-

ity, Earth observation satellites showed the highest reliability. Alternatively, Science Mission

satellites had the highest infant mortality. As expected, the Commercial satellite developed
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Figure 3.16: Reliability of small satellites < 40kg for different mission types

Figure 3.17: Reliability of small satellites < 40kg for different satellite developers

by Private developers had the highest survival rate, followed by the Government developed

satellite. In terms of the operating condition, satellites operating in Polar orbit showed lower
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Figure 3.18: Reliability of small satellites < 40kg with different orbit inclination

infant mortality but degraded faster than the Non-Polar counterparts. A comparative analy-

sis of subsystem failures was carried out at the end of the study. The failure reason for many

satellites is unknown or undisclosed, impacting the possibility of identifying the legitimate

“culprit subsystem”. Nevertheless, within the known causes, the Power subsystem is identi-

fied as the primary contributor to satellite failures. The results from this Chapter provide the

latest and effective reliability baseline for modern small satellites at system level.
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The greatest challenge to any thinker is stating the problem

in a way that will allow a solution.

Bertrand Russell

4
Reliability Allocation and Growth

Along with the reliability estimate from the statistical analysis and the reliability growth

modelling, it is possible to estimate the resources needed tomeet the reliability requirements.

The standard practices to grow the reliability of a system23 include

1. Incorporating highly reliable elements in place of less reliable elements (Reliability Al-

location Problem)
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2. Incorporating one or more redundant element (Redundancy Allocation Problem)

3. Combining the above two approaches (Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Problem)

Each strategy is helpful at different stages based on the maturity of the design. The Re-

liability Allocation Problem, which requires only sparse information of satellite’s sub-level

elements, is vital in the initial design stage. This strategy helps in refining the reliability re-

quirements of sub-level elements and propagating these requirements to lower levels. As the

design matures and establishes the relationships between the system and its lower-level ele-

ments, the Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Problem becomes beneficial. This strategy

provides design alternatives to improve the overall reliability. At the lower levels, the relia-

bility can be improved in a number of ways such as reducing the operational/environmental

loads on equipment/parts, and improving design by testing and removing the causes of fail-

ure. This however is out of the scope of this research. This chapter provides different growth

strategies to improve the reliability of the satellite.

4.1 Reliability Allocation Problem

ReliabilityAllocationProblem involves enhancing the reliability of sub-levels tomeet the

system level goals. This approach begins by assigning target reliabilities at each sub-level by

employing Apportionment techniques. Then the sub-levels that do not meet the targets are

identified and improved. Thismay appear simple but itmaynot be feasible inmany scenarios.

Any improvement effort usually requires resources. In most cases, it incurs a higher cost and

does not comply with the budget. In other cases, reliability improvementmay not be techni-

cally possible. Hence, the reliability allocation problem is not preferred anymore. However,
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the apportionment techniques used in this approach is widely utilized during the initial de-

sign phase, especially for satellites. Designing for reliability is challenging in the early phases

as there is not much information about the satellite design. Apportionment techniques are

employed here to set reliability requirements for everymajor element in each subsystem. The

subsystem designer can meet these requirements by selecting different products, redundan-

cies and redundancy strategies. This selection is trivial in the early stages but as the design

matures, the selection is not intuitive and other optimal reliability allocation approaches dis-

cussed in section 4.2 and 4.3 have to be used. Regardless of the type of allocation process, the

primary goal is to solve the following.

f(R1(t),R2(t), ...,Rn(t)) ≥ Rs(t) (4.1)

whereRi(t) is the reliability allocated to the ith subsystem, i = 1, 2, ..., n andRs(t) is the

satellite system reliability requirement.

4.1.1 Reliability Apportionment

Reliability requirements at the satellite level are usually established before the initial de-

sign phase. During the initial design, Apportionment techniques are utilized to flow down

the reliability to each sub-level, i.e. to determine the reliability required for each subsystem

so that the satellite meets the specified reliability requirement. This is accomplished by us-

ing weighting factors to prioritize the sub-levels. The weighting factors are generally derived

from heritage data and/or expert opinion. In Apportionment techniques, failure rates are

assumed to be constant. Different Apportionment techniques are discussed below.
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Element Reliability
Attitude Determination and Control (ADC) 0.969
Propulsion (PROP) 0.969
Power (EPS) 0.969
Communication (COMM) 0.969
Structure (STR) 0.969
Thermal (TCS) 0.969
Onboard Computer (OBC) 0.969

Table 4.1: Reliability Allocation using EAT for reliability goal = 0.8

Equal Apportionment Technique

EqualApportionmentTechnique (EAT) is the simplest of all apportionment techniques.

As the name suggests, all the subsystems in the satellite areweighted equally and the reliability

is distributed uniformly among all the elements13. The only input required is the number of

subsystems. The mathematical model is as follows:

Rs =
n∏
i=1

Ri (4.2)

Ri = (Rs)
1/n (4.3)

Table 4.1 shows an example of allocation results usingEAT. Inorder tomeet the reliability

goal of 0.8 each subsystem should have a reliability of 0.969. Thismethod is useful only when

there is no information available about the satellite.
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Feasibility of Objectives

Feasibility of Objectives (FOO) is based on numerical assessments of design complexity

(Cx), State of the Art (SoA), Operating time (Ot) and Environment (Env)161. Table 4.2 de-

scribes the input required for FOO. The assessments are done by a system expert or based on

heritage data. Weighting factors are determined for each subsystem based on these inputs.

The weighting factors are then used to allocate reliability. The mathematical model of FOO

is as follows:

Wi = Cxi × SoAi × Oti × Envi (4.4)

Ci =
Wi∑n
i=1Wi

(4.5)

λi = Ciλs (4.6)

whereWi is the rating factor of ith subsystem, i = 1, 2, ..., n, Ci is the weighting factor, λi is

the failure rate of ith subsystem and λs is the required failure rate of the satellite.

Table 4.3 shows the allocation results using FOO to obtain a system reliability of 0.8.

Unlike EAT, FOOallocates reliability based on theweights assigned to each subsystem. Thus

it results in meaningful and feasible targets.

Jeong and KohMethod

Jeong and Koh (KOH) method is based on the numerical assessments of Complexity

factor (CF), System importance (IF) and impact on System Failure (SF). Table 4.4 describes

the inputs needed. Similar to FOO, these inputs are used to calculate the weighting factors
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Input Variable Description

Complexity (Cx)

The Complexity of a SubElements (level n-1) is estimated considering both:
• The probable number of components (level n-2) composing the SubElement
• The complexity of their assembly/integration into the SubElement.

The SubElement with least complexity is assigned 1.
The SubElement with maximum complexity is assigned 10.

State of the Art
(SoA)

The State of Art (SoA) denotes the current Engineering progress level
(technology maturity) of the SubElement (level n-1).
The SubElement with a current high level of maturity is assigned 1.
The SubElement with a current low level of maturity is assigned 10.

Operating Time
(OT)

The SubElement that works for the entire mission is assigned 10.
The SubElement that works for the lowest time in the mission is assigned 1.

Environment
(Env)

The SubElement, which is subjected to the most severe environmental
conditions, is assigned 10.
The SubElement, which is subjected to the least severe environmental
conditions, is assigned 1.

Table 4.2: FOO Allocation Variables

Cx SoA Ot Env W C λ R
ADC 10 4 8 6 1920 0.251 6.39E-06 0.945
PROP 8 10 2 8 1280 0.168 4.26E-06 0.963
EPS 5 5 10 9 2250 0.295 7.49E-06 0.936
COMM 4 3 4 6 288 0.038 9.59E-07 0.992
STR 3 1 1 10 30 0.004 9.99E-08 0.999
TCS 1 1 10 7 70 0.009 2.33E-07 0.998
OBC 5 6 10 6 1800 0.236 5.99E-06 0.949

Table 4.3: Reliability Allocation using FOO for reliability goal = 0.8
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Input Variable Description
No. of Active
Components (Ni)

The number of components (level n-2) needed to carry out
nominal/main operations of the SubElement (level n-1).

System
Importance (NFi)

The number of System (level n) functions carried out by this
SubElement (level n-1).

Impact on failure
(Ki)

The estimated number of components (level n-2) in other
SubElements (level n-1) affected due to a failure in the considered
SubElement.

Table 4.4: KOH Allocation Variables

which is then used to assign reliabilities. The mathematical model is shown below.

CFi =
Ni∑n
i=1Ni

(4.7)

SFi =
1− Ki∑n

i=1 Ki

n− 1
(4.8)

IFi =
1− NFi∑n

i=1 NFi

n− 1
(4.9)

Wi = CFi × SFi × IFi (4.10)

Ci =
Wi∑n
i=1Wi

(4.11)

λi = Ciλs (4.12)

where Wi is the rating factor of ith subsystem, i = 1, 2, ..., n, Ci is the weighting factor,

Ni,Ki,NFi are number of active components, impact on failure and importance respectively,

CFi is the complexity factor, SFi is the failure scale factor, IFi is the importance factor, λi is

the failure rate of ith subsystem and λs is the required failure rate of the satellite. Table 4.5

shows the reliability assigned to each subsystem to obtain a system reliability of 0.8 using
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KOHmethod.

CF IF SF W C λ R
ADC 1.37E-01 1.40E-01 1.41E-01 2.71E-03 0.136 3.47E-06 0.970
PROP 1.05E-02 1.58E-01 1.59E-01 2.65E-04 0.013 3.39E-07 0.997
EPS 6.32E-02 1.32E-01 1.45E-01 1.20E-03 0.061 1.54E-06 0.986
COMM 1.37E-01 1.40E-01 1.41E-01 2.71E-03 0.136 3.47E-06 0.970
STR 1.05E-01 1.58E-01 1.30E-01 2.17E-03 0.109 2.77E-06 0.975
TCS 3.68E-01 1.58E-01 1.34E-01 7.80E-03 0.392 9.98E-06 0.916
OBC 1.79E-01 1.14E-01 1.49E-01 3.03E-03 0.152 3.88E-06 0.967

Table 4.5: Reliability Allocation using KOH for reliability goal = 0.8

Failure rate over Value

In some cases, the most convenient starting point is the failure probability at design life.

The failure probability can be taken from a similar mission, Equal Apportionment Tech-

nique or even the statistical results presented in the previous Chapter. Failure rate over Value

(F/V) method allocates (re-allocates) reliability using the failure probability and estimated

value3. Table 4.6 describes the required inputs. While cost is chosen as a value here, the same

could be replicated with weight or any other resource. The mathematical model is presented

below.

Input Variable Description
Failure Rate (F) An initial estimation/guess of the SubElement’s (level n-1) failure rate.

Total Value (V)

The Total Value is the sum of all NRE +MAIT FM1 costs.
• Non-recurring engineering (NRE) costs refer to the one-time costs
to research, develop, design and qualify/test the new system (level n).

• MAIT FM1 costs refer to the one-time costs for the Manufacturing,
Assembly, Integration and Test of the Flight Model (first/unique).

Table 4.6: F/V Allocation Variables
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F V F/V C λ R
ADC 3.63E-06 6 6.06E-07 0.064 1.64E-06 0.986
PROP 3.63E-06 5 7.27E-07 0.077 1.96E-06 0.983
EPS 3.63E-06 3 1.21E-06 0.128 3.27E-06 0.972
COMM 3.63E-06 4 9.09E-07 0.096 2.45E-06 0.979
STR 3.63E-06 2 1.82E-06 0.192 4.91E-06 0.958
TCS 3.63E-06 1 3.641E-06 0.385 9.82E-06 0.918
OBC 3.63E-06 7 5.19E-07 0.055 1.40E-06 0.988

Table 4.7: Reliability Allocation using F/V for reliability goal = 0.8

Wi =
Fi
Vi

(4.13)

Ci =
Wi∑n
i=1Wi

(4.14)

λi = Ciλs (4.15)

whereWi is the rating factor of ith subsystem, i = 1, 2, ..., n, Fi is the initial failure rate ith

subsystem,Vi is the estimated cost of ith subsystem,Ci is the weighting factor, λi is the failure

rate of ith subsystem and λs is the required failure rate of the satellite. The reliability allocated

to each subsystem using F/V to obtain a system reliability of 0.8 is given in Table 4.7. The

results from EAT are used as initial guess of failure rate and the subsystems are numerically

rated based on total cost instead of actual cost figures.

BrachaMethod

Bracha Method is similar to FOO method. Instead of using the numerical assessments

directly to find the weights, these assessments are used to calculate different indexes which
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Input Variable Description

State of the Art
(A)

The State of Art denotes the current Engineering progress level
(technology maturity) of the SubElement (level n-1).
The SubElement with a current high level of maturity is assigned 1.
The SubElement with a current low level of maturity is assigned 10.

Operating Time
(T)

The SubElement that works for the entire mission is assigned 10.
The SubElement that works for the lowest time in the mission is assigned 1.

Environment (E)

The SubElement, which is subjected to the most severe environmental
conditions, is assigned 10.
The SubElement, which is subjected to the least severe environmental
conditions, is assigned 1.

No. of Active
Components (na)

The number of components (level n-2) needed to carry out
nominal/main operations of the SubElement (level n-1).

No. of
Redundant
Components (nr)

The number of components (level n-2) added for redundancy
for fail-safe/back up of the SubElement (level n-1).

Table 4.8: Bracha Allocation Variables

are then used to find the weights13. Bracha method is normally used when there is sufficient

design information available from a similar mission in the past. Table 4.8 describes all the

inputs need for Bracha Method. The mathematical model of Bracha method is presented

below in equation (4.16 - 4.22).
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K1 =
10npi
npmax

(4.16)

K2 =
10nri
nrmax

(4.17)

Cxi = 1− e−K1+0.6K2 (4.18)

Ei = 1− 1
Envi

(4.19)

Wi = Ai(Cxi + Ei + Ti) (4.20)

Ci =
Wi∑n
i=1Wi

(4.21)

Ri = RCi
s (4.22)

where npi is the number of components (level n-2) i.e. active plus redundant in the ith sub-

system, i = 1, 2, ..., n, nri is the number of redundant components (level n-2) in the ith

subsystem, npmax and nrmax the maximum number of components and maximum number

of redundant components, Cxi, Ei, Ai, Ti are the index of Complexity, Environment, State

of the Art and Operating time, Wi is the rating factor of ith subsystem, Ci is the weighting

factor,Ri andRs is the reliability of ith subsystem and satellite respectively. The results from

Bracha to obtain a system reliability of 0.8 is given in Table 4.9.

The choice between the different allocation methods depends on the information avail-

able. These apportionment techniques are utilized in the decision support system, presented

in Chapter 7.
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Cx E A T W C R
ADC 0.823 0.833 0.4 0.8 0.982 0.160 0.965
PROP 0.093 0.875 1 0.2 1.168 0.190 0.959
EPS 0.626 0.889 0.5 1 1.257 0.204 0.955
COMM 0.855 0.833 0.3 0.4 0.626 0.102 0.978
STR 0.806 0.900 0.1 0.1 0.181 0.029 0.993
TCS 0.982 0.857 0.1 1 0.284 0.046 0.990
OBC 0.920 0.833 0.6 1 1.652 0.269 0.942

Table 4.9: Reliability Allocation using Bracha for reliability goal = 0.8

4.2 Redundancy Allocation Problem

Redundancy Allocation Problem (RAP) involves evaluating the number and type of el-

emental redundancies required to increase system reliability. This approach entails the usage

of multiple elements that increases weight, cost, and power. This method is ideal when the

satellite design matured to a point where correlations between the design and actual com-

ponents could be established. The inputs required for this method are satellite product tree

and reliability plus physical parameters of all the elements in the product tree. These can be

derived from previous missions, heritage data or even expert opinions. However, increasing

the reliability of a complex systemwith numerous elements cannot be intuitively determined

as it leads to numerous design choices. Therefore, the allocation problem is formulated as an

optimization problem. The RAP is proved to be NP-hard21.

4.2.1 ProblemDescription

The objective of the problem is to find the optimal number of redundancy levels and

redundancy strategy to maximize the system reliability while respecting other budget con-

straints. The mathematical model of a satellite system s with m elements and subject to k
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number of budget constraints are given as follows:

MaxRs(n, nt)

Subject to gi(n, nt) ≤ li, i = 1, 2, ...k

nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

(4.23)

whereRs is the system reliability, n = (n1, n2, .., nm) is a vector of number of redundancies,

nt = (nt1, nt2, .., ntm) is a vector of redundancy types, gi is the ith budget constraint and li is

the ith available budget. Failure rate informationof different elements are hard to comeby and

only a constant failure rate is available for each element from the heritage data. Even many

suppliers indicate the performance of the element by using constant failure rates. Hence, for

this work Exponential reliability distribution is used, even though it was clearly established in

the previous Chapter that Exponential Distribution is not an accurate estimation of satellite

reliability. Furthermore, since the satellite design is in the early design stage, a little variation

in reliability and other parameters is acceptable. The overall reliability of the satellite is the

product of all the element reliabilities. The elements can have any number of redundancies

which can be active or standby.

4.2.2 Redundancy Strategies

The redundancy strategy considered for this optimization problem can either be active or

cold. In the active redundancy, the redundant elements are energized throughout the entire

mission duration. Instead, a cold-standby redundant system will have one primary element

and one or more redundant elements that are switched ON only upon the failure of the pri-

mary element. The figure 4.1 shows the variation of reliability of active and cold standby
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redundancy over time.

Figure 4.1: Reliability of Active and Cold Standby redundancy

In the active redundancy, the system will fail only if all the elements fail. That is, if at

least one of the n − 1 redundant elements remains operational, the mission is successful.

The reliability of systemRs at time t, containing n− 1 equal active redundant elements with

constant failure rate λ is given by equation (4.24)3,162

Rs(t) = 1− (1− e−λt)n (4.24)

Acold-standby redundant systemrequires a switch to energize a redundant elementwhich

reinstates the system operation. Failure of the switch before energizing the redundant ele-

ment also causes the failure of the redundant element. In this study, it is assumed that the

switch does not fail. The reliabilityRs of the system at time twith one primary element plus

n − 1 standby elements and all elements having exponential time to failure with constant

failure rate λ is given by equation (4.25)162.

Rs(t) = e−λt
n−1∑
i=0

(λt)i

i!
(4.25)
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4.2.3 RAPOptimization Results

Table 4.10 shows the list of all the elements and their parameters. In general, these pa-

rameters can be obtained from past missions or expert opinion. The design variables of the

optimization are number of redundancies and redundancy strategy. RAP of satellite system

is optimized using the APOPT solver from Gekko Optimization Suite163. The objective of

RAP is tomaximize its reliability subject to non-linear constraints such asweight, cost factor,

and power. Themathematical model is presented in (4.23). The constraints of the optimiza-

tion are as follows:

• Weight≤ 150 kg

• Power≤ 210 W

• Cost Factor≤ 100,000

In addition to this, each element has a separate power constraint which influences the re-

dundancy strategy and constraints onmaximum&minimum elements possible. The results

of the optimization are given in Table 4.11, 4.12.

The maximum possible reliability is 0.55 at the end of 3.5 years with the available set of

elements. Increasing the reliability further requires more resources (cost, weight, etc). In this

case, reliability growth while respecting the resource constraints is only possible by replacing

the existing elements with more reliable ones. Adding this choice of element as a design vari-

able to the optimization problem results in the Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Problem

(RRAP), discussed in the next section.

RAP could be reformulated to minimize any resource while constraining the reliability.
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Subsystem Element Acronym Cost Weight Power Failure Rate

Attitude
Determination
and Control

ReactionWheel RW 3960 6.38 16.4 6.95E-07
Earth Sensor ES 1260 3.14 4.1 4.39E-06
Star Sensor StS 3140 2.84 10.4 9.24E-06
Inertial Measurement Unit IMU 6400 4.14 33.6 6.99E-06

Propulsion Propellant Tanks (valves) PT 1810 3.56 1.1 2.11E-07
Thrusters ThR 1457 2.4 1.04 7.26E-06

Power

Battery BAT 3620 9.52 0 1.63E-07
Solar Panel Sections SP 155 2 0 2.32E-05
Power ConditioningModule PCU 1460 3.44 2.44 4.93E-06
Power DistributionModule PDU 1660 2.08 1.92 8.36E-06

Telemetry,
Telecommand
and Ranging

Receiver RCR 3280 3.22 11.6 7.23E-07
Transmitter TSR 2040 2.82 15.6 4.78E-06
Antenna (switches) ANT 2070 0.78 2.8 1.03E-05

Mechanism Deployment DPY 5620 3.58 10.4 2.47E-06
Solar Array Drive Motor SADM 3740 5.66 19.4 4.32E-06

Thermal Radiator RAD 2380 3.16 47.6 2.08E-06
Onboard
Computer

Central Processing Unit CPU 16160 1.54 3.82 8.83E-07
RadHardMemory DSU 13320 3.88 1.28 3.09E-06

Table 4.10: Satellite Elements and their parameters

For instance, the mathematical model to minimize the cost with constraint on reliability is

given below.

Min Cs(n, nt)

Subject to gi(n, nt) ≤ li, i = 1, 2, ...k

Rs ≥ R

nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

(4.26)

The constraints are as follows. The optimization results are given in Table 4.13 and Table

4.14.
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Elements Element Count Redundancy Type
RW 1 A
ES 2 A
StS 2 A
IMU 1 A
PT 2 C
ThR 4 C
BAT 1 A
SP 16 A
PCU 2 A
PDU 2 A
RCR 1 A
TSR 2 C
ANT 2 C
DPY 1 A
SADM 2 C
RAD 2 C
CPU 1 A
DSU 1 A

Table 4.11: Max Reliability: Optimized Redundancy and Redundancy Strategy

Weight Power Cost Reliability
Satellite 129 202 99784 0.553

Table 4.12: RAP Resultant satellite parameters to maximize Reliability

• Power≤ 210 W

• Cost Factor≤ 100,000

• Reliability≥ 40%
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Elements Element Count Redundancy Type
RW 1 A
ES 2 A
StS 2 A
IMU 1 A
PT 1 C
ThR 3 C
BAT 1 A
SP 8 A
PCU 2 A
PDU 2 A
RCR 1 A
TSR 2 C
ANT 2 A
DPY 1 A
SADM 1 C
RAD 1 C
CPU 1 A
DSU 1 A

Table 4.13: Min Cost: Optimized Redundancy and Redundancy Strategy

Weight Power Cost Reliability
Satellite 98 205 89158 0.437

Table 4.14: Results: Resultant satellite parameters to minimize cost

4.3 Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Problem

4.3.1 Problem Formulation

Satellite System

Generally, a satellitemission consists of four phases namely, Launch, Orbit Transfer, On-

orbit operation and Disposal. This system is an exemplary type of Phased Mission Systems

(PMS). A specific set of equipments/elements is crucial for the successful operation of the
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system in a particular phase. However, this set of elements may vary from phase to phase.

Therefore, a detailed model of each phase is necessary for modelling the reliability of a PMS.

Each phase of a satellite has a distinct reliability requirement which requires a phase-

specific reliability analysis for every phase. The satellite mission fails if any of the phases is

unsuccessful, which suggests that the phases are connected in series. This implies that the

event of failure of one phase leads to the failure of the subsequent phases. The primary satel-

lite subsystem required for a successful launch is the Structure subsystem. The satellite struc-

ture has to withstand static and dynamic launch loads. Statistical analysis of on-orbit data,

from the previous Chapter, indicates that the failure rate of Satellite structure is negligible

and hence the launch phase is not considered for this analysis. Table 4.15 shows all the critical

elements considered for each subsystem as well as the phases they are required. The satellite

details in Table 4.15 are used to construct a fault tree diagram which contains logic gates and

basic events, such as failures.

Subsystem Element Acronym Orbit Transfer On-orbit operation Disposal

Attitude
Determination
and Control

ReactionWheel RW x x x
Earth Sensor ES x x x
Star Sensor StS x
Inertial Measurement Unit IMU x

Propulsion Propellant Tanks PT x x x
Thrusters ThR x x x

Power

Battery BAT x x x
Solar Panel Sections SP x
Power ConditioningModule PCU x
Power DistributionModule PDU x x x

Telemetry,
Telecommand and
Ranging

Receiver RCR x x
Transmitter TSR x x
Antenna ANT x x

Mechanism Deployment DPY x
Solar Array Drive Motor SADM x

Thermal Radiator RAD x x
Onboard
Computer

Central Processing Unit CPU x x x
Rad HardMemory DSU x

Table 4.15: Critical Satellite Elements and mission phases
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Figure 4.2: Fault tree of satellite system during orbit transfer

Figure 4.3: Fault tree of satellite system during on‐orbit operations

A fault tree shows the logical relationships between the events and the causes leading

to failure events. The fault trees corresponding to the three phases of the satellite mission

are presented in Figure 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. The notation Element represents the failure of the

Element. To apply the modular approach39 the first step is to identify independent subtree
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Figure 4.4: Fault tree of satellite system during end of life disposal

in each phase of the fault tree (Figure 4.2 - 4.4). Kohda et al.164 define an independent subtree

composed of at least two events as a part of the fault tree which has no input from the rest of

the tree and no outputs to the rest except from its output event. The subtrees M1 − M11 are

identified as shown in Figures 4.2 - 4.4. Each subtree is treated as a phase module and its

functions and requirements may vary from one phase to another. The modularized fault

tree of the satellite system is shown in Figure 4.5. M11,M13 represents the failure of phase

module M1 during the first phase (orbit transfer) and failure of phase module M1 during

the third phase (disposal), respectively. Because there are 18 individual lowest level failing
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elements in the satellite system under consideration, 18 basic events (failure) are possible as

given in equation (4.27).

B =
{
ES, StS,RW, IMU,PT,ThR,BAT, SP,PCU,PDU,RCR,TSR,ANT,DPY, SADM,RAD,CPU,DSU

}
(4.27)

TheBasic event of the subtree or phasemodules across every phase is given in equations (4.28-

4.30).

P1 =
{{

ES,RW
}
,
{
PT,ThR

}
,
{
BAT,PDU

}
,
{
RCR,TSR,ANT

}
,
{
RAD

}
,
{
CPU

}}
(4.28)

P2 =
{{

ES, StS,RW, IMU
}
,
{
PT,ThR

}
,
{
BAT, SP,PCU,PDU

}
,
{
RCR,TSR,ANT

}
,{

DPY, SADM
}
,
{
RAD

}
,
{
CPU,DSU

}
} (4.29)

P3 =
{{

ES,RW
}
,
{
PT,ThR

}
,
{
BAT,PDU

}
,
{
CPU

}}
(4.30)

Modularization is a recursive process and any subtree identified within the phasemodule

must be further modularized such asM8. The overall system reliability is computed using

the joint probabilities of the modules. Therefore, the system reliability (Rs) for the satellite

system becomes:

Rs = P
{
P̄1P̄2P̄3

}
(4.31)

where P̄1, P̄2, P̄3 is the probability of success during orbit transfer, on-orbit operation, and

disposal phase respectively. The probability of success can be calculated by translating the

modularized fault tree into a Binary Decision Diagram (BDD)37,165,166, as shown in Figure
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Figure 4.5: Modularized Fault Tree

4.6.

ABDD is a directed acyclic graph and all the paths in BDDflow in one direction. ABDD

is composed of root vertex, intermediate node and terminal vertex. All the paths start from

the root vertex and end at the terminal vertex. In this case, the terminal vertex can be either 1

(Failure) or 0 (Success). All the disjoint paths that lead to 0 is the cut set of the fault tree and

the sum of the identified paths is used to calculate the system reliability (i.e) P
{
P̄1P̄2P̄3

}
.

For the considered satellite system there is only one path that leads to a successful mission

that is evaluated as
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Figure 4.6: BDD of multi‐phase satellite system

Rs =P
{
M13M23M33M42M52M63M72M92M102M112

}
(4.32)

Rs(t) =RM1(T1 + T3) RM2(T1 + T2 + T3) RM3(T1 + T3) RM4(T1 + T2)

RM5(T1 + T2) RM6(T1 + T3) RM7(T2) RM9(T2) RM10(T2) RM11(T2) (4.33)
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where T1,T2 and T3 represent the duration of three phases respectively, Mij represents the

probability of success of phase moduleMi at phase j. The phase duration are predefined and

assumed asT1 = 20 days,T2 = 3 years,T3 = 310 days for this application. Now to find the

reliability of eachmodule, the respective phase modules is translated into BDD. For example

the reliability of phase module M7 during on-orbit operations is calculated by translating

the phase moduleM72 into BDD as shown in figure (4.7a). The disjoint paths leading to 0

vertex are presented in equation (4.34). Similarly, the reliability of subtreeM8 insideM7 is

given in equation (4.36) and Figure (4.7b) shows the BDD.

RM72 = P
{
M82RW IMU

}
(4.34)

RM72(T2) = RM82(T2) RRW(T2) RIMU(T2) (4.35)

RM82 = P
{
ES

}
+ P

{
ES StS

}
(4.36)

RM82(T2) = RES(T2) + (1− RES(T2)) RStS(T2) (4.37)

SinceES, StS,RW, IMU are the lowest level of elements considered, their reliabilities can

be calculated from their constant failure rate (λ) as shown in equation (4.38). All the elements

are assumed to follow an Exponential failure distribution. There are different choices avail-

able for ES, StS,RW, IMU and the elements can have any number of redundancies which

can be active or cold-standby. In such cases the redundancy equations (4.24, 4.25) are used to

calculate the reliability.
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(a) BDD of phase module M7 during on‐orbit
operations

(b) BDD of phase module M8 during on‐orbit
operations

Figure 4.7: Binary Decision Diagram

R(t) = e−λt (4.38)

Reality Factors

Asmentioned already, RRAP is known to beNP-Hard21 whichmakes a highly sophisti-

cated system like the satellite mission extremely difficult to be solved. To deal with the com-

plexity, only the main elements are considered. The main elements defined here constitutes

the essential elements, most expensive elements and elements with a high failure rate. How-

ever, this choice leads to a substantial deviation of calculated reliability from the actual relia-

bility. An aspect called ’Reality factors’ is introduced to overcome this shortcoming. Reality
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factors for a subsystem are identified by averaging out the reliabilities of elements accompa-

nying main elements, captured from its heritage and historic data.

For example let us consider the Telemetry, Telecommand and Ranging (TT&R) subsys-

tem of a satellite. The TT&R subsystem enables the ground operator to communicate with

the satellite. It sends telemetry and receives telecommands sent from the ground stations.

The main elements of TT&R include transmitters, receivers, and transmitting and receiv-

ing antennas. It also has various other ancillary elements such as couplers, waveguides, and

latching current limiters. Table 4.16 shows the comparison of actual reliability - calculated

considering every element in TT&R, calculated reliability - considering only the main ele-

ments of TT&R and calculated reliability multiplied with reality factor. It can be seen that

the ancillary elements have a significant impact on reliability.

Actual Reliability Calculated Reliability Reliability with Reality Factor
TT&RA 0.9868 0.8809 0.9734
TT&R B 0.9870 0.8643 0.9550
TT&RC 0.9941 0.8824 0.9750

Table 4.16: Comparison of TT&R reliability

The ancillary elements associated with every main element are identified and their relia-

bility is calculated separately. This process is done for the actual TT&R subsystem from ten

different satellites. The average reliability of ancillary elements for each subsystem constitutes

the ‘Reality factor’ of that subsystem. After introducing the reality factors, the reliability val-

ues are closer to the actual values.
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4.3.2 RRAPOptimization Results

RRAP of the satellite system is optimized using the APOPT solver from Gekko Opti-

mization Suite163. The APOPT solver is based on a branch and bound algorithm and it is

the most common solver for NP-hard optimization problems. The satellite system archi-

tecture and the available choices for each element, along with its resource information, are

modelled in Neo4j167 in Figure 4.8. The satellite architecture consists of the central satellite

system, SAT, containing the satellite bus or Platform, PF, which encloses every subsystem.

The elements belonging to every subsystem are denoted by their acronyms that are previ-

ously established in Table 4.15. This problem considers five different choices for each of the

elements as the basis for the selection. The choice elements are denoted as E_ck, where E is

the element’s acronym, c indicates the choice element, and k = 1to5 is the element’s choice.

TheRRAP is then formulated into two cases for optimizing reliability and cost. Within each

case, the sameproblem is implemented for PMSand for the traditional Single PhasedMission

System (SPMS) to compare against one another.

Case (i): Maximize Satellite Reliability

The objective of the first case is to optimize the problem to have maximum reliability.

Here, the RRAP of the satellite system is formulated to maximize its reliability subject to

non-linear constraints such as cost, power, and weight. Assuming that a satellite system, s

consists ofm number of elements subject to q different constraints (g) then themathematical
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model to optimize the system reliability,Rs is given by the following:

max Rs = f(r, n, nt)

s.t. gi(g, n, nt) ≤ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ q

r = (r1, r2, .., rm) n = (n1, n2, .., nm)

nt = (nt1, nt2, .., ntm) g = (g1, g2, .., gq)

0 ≤ rj ≤ 1, rj ∈ ℜ, nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

(4.39)

The subscript j represents any system element from 1 to m such that rj is a real number be-

tween 0 and 1, and nj is a positive integer. Then, for a system consisting ofm elements, each

having k choice elements, r is the reliability vector, n is the required number of redundancies,

and nt is the redundancy strategy of the corresponding system elements. For example, ifRW

is the jth system element and RW_Ck is the selected choice for RW, then rj is the reliability

of RW_Ck, nj is the number of redundancy of RW, and ntj is the redundancy strategy for

RW, respectively.

The design variables considered for the optimization are (i) element choice, (ii) number

of redundancies, and (iii) redundancy strategy. The constraints g of the optimization and its

limits, l are as follows:

• Weight≤ 150 kg

• Power≤ 210 W

• Cost Factor≤ 100,000

Table 4.17 shows the design variables and their corresponding parameters obtained for
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Figure 4.8: Satellite Data Model in Neo4j

both PMS and SPMS. The resultant satellite configuration for PMS is distinct from that of

SPMS. Out of 18 system elements considered for this problem, nine elements remained the

same in both the configurations, while element choices and/or redundancies are different for

the remaining ten elements. The reliability of elements required for more than one phase,

such as ThR, PDU, RCR, TSR, ANT, and RAD, have higher reliability in PMS than in

SPMS as expected. However, the reliabilities of RW, PT, BAT, and CPU remain constant in

both configurations as they are the best available choices.

In theory, increasing the reliability of an element required only for a single-phase increases

the overall satellite reliability. Though, in reality, it is an over-kill withoutmaking a significant

difference in overall reliability. For instance, Solar Panels (SP) are used only during on-orbit

operations, whereas PDU is required for all the phases. In the configuration from SPMS

formulation, many redundancies for SP and, a comparatively less reliable variant of PDU

were selected. Investing considerable resources in SP while selecting a cheaper, less reliable
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Elements Choice Element Count Redundancy Type Failure Rate Weight(kg) Power(W) Cost(EUR)
PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS

RW RW_C3 RW_C3 1 1 A A 6.95E-07 6.95E-07 6 6 13 13 4600 4600
ES ES_C1 ES_C1 1 2 A A 4.39E-06 4.39E-06 3.7 3.7 4.5 4.5 1500 1500
StS StS_C3 StS_C3 2 2 A A 9.24E-06 9.24E-06 3 3 9 9 2550 2550
IMU IMU_C1 IMU_C1 1 1 A A 2.73E-06 2.73E-06 5.6 5.6 32 32 7000 7000
PT PT_C5 PT_C5 1 1 A A 2.11E-07 2.11E-07 4.3 4.3 1 1 1700 1700
ThR ThR_C2 ThR_C5 3 3 C C 7.26E-06 1.60E-05 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.3 1416 1366
BAT BAT_C4 BAT_C4 2 2 A A 1.63E-07 1.63E-07 8.9 8.9 0 0 3200 3200
SP SP_C1 SP_C1 8 15 A A 2.32E-05 2.32E-05 3 3 0 0 131 131
PCU PCU_C2 PCU_C2 2 2 A A 4.93E-06 4.93E-06 3.4 3.4 3 3 1650 1650
PDU PDU_C3 PDU_C2 2 2 A A 8.11E-06 8.36E-06 2.4 1.5 2.5 1.9 2150 900
RCR RCR_C5 RCR_C4 1 2 A A 7.23E-07 4.90E-06 3.8 3.5 13 9 3050 2950
TSR TSR_C2 TSR_C5 2 2 C C 3.58E-06 4.78E-06 3.2 3.5 18 14 2250 1850
ANT ANT_C2 ANT_C5 2 2 C C 1.30E-06 5.70E-06 1.3 0.5 3.5 2.3 1700 2200
DPY DPY_C4 DPY_C5 1 1 A A 2.47E-06 2.82E-06 2.3 3.9 13 11 6200 5800
SADM SADM_C5 SADM_C1 2 2 C C 4.32E-06 9.40E-06 6.2 4.6 15 16 4200 3200
RAD RAD_C4 RAD_C2 2 2 C C 2.08E-06 5.22E-06 2.5 2.9 47 48 2800 1950
CPU CPU_C4 CPU_C4 1 1 A A 8.83E-07 8.83E-07 0.9 0.9 2.9 2.9 17500 17500
DSU DSU_C2 DSU_C2 1 1 A A 3.09E-06 3.09E-06 4.1 4.1 1.8 1.8 12100 12100

Table 4.17: Results: Max Reliability

choice for PDU is not optimal. This clearly shows the inefficiency of SPMS. Meanwhile, in

PMS formulation, PDU is prioritized by selecting highly reliable alternative. Ideally, a small

part of the resources allocated to SP is used to improve the reliability of other elements.

The overall system parameters for PMS and SPMS are presented in Table 4.18. At the

end of the mission (i.e. 3.9 years), the system reliability obtained for the PMS is 0.727 and

for the SPMS formulation is 0.640. With the given constraints, the optimized reliability of

PMS is higher than the SPMS.Although the resultant weight and power is lower in PMS, the

resultant cost is higher than the SPMS.

As a step further, the resultant satellite configurations of PMS is computed using SPMS

formulation and vice versa and their results are given in Table 4.19. For the same set of input

parameters, the reliability calculatedusing the SPMS formulation is far less than the reliability

calculated using the PMS formulation. Therefore, a system using SPMS formulation would

need to employ more resources to reach the same target reliability.
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Type Reliability Weight Power Cost Availability
PMS 0.727 121 195 99946 0.9999
SPMS 0.640 145 198 98663 0.9999

Table 4.18: Resultant System Parameters

PMS Formulation SPMS Formulation
PMS configuration 0.727 0.563
SPMS configuration 0.714 0.640

Table 4.19: Resultant reliability for each configuration with the both formulations

Case (ii): Minimize Satellite Cost

Themathematicalmodel ismodified and the objective is tominimize the cost of the satel-

lite which is subject to non-linear constraints. The mathematical model to optimize the cost

of a satellite system swithm elements and subject to qnumber of budget constraints are given

as follows:

min Cs = f(C, n, nt)

s.t. gi(W, n, nt) ≤ li, i = 1, 2, ...q

Rs ≥ R

Wj ∈ ℜ, nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

(4.40)

where Cs is the system cost, C = (C1,C2, ..,Cm) is a vector of choice element cost, n =

(n1, n2, .., nm) is a vector of number of redundancies, nt = (nt1, nt2, .., ntm) is the redun-

dancy strategy, gi is the ith budget constraint, li is the ith available budget, Rs is the system

reliability andR is theminimum required reliability. The constraints of the optimization are

as follows:
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• Weight≤ 150 kg

• Power≤ 210 W

• Reliability≥ 0.5

The design variables and obtained system parameters for PMS and SPM formulations

are given in Table 4.20. Ten of the system elements remain the same, and eight of them vary

in both satellite configuration. SPMS underestimates the actual reliability and therefore to

achieve the target reliability, redundancies of the system elements are increased. This increase

in redundancies of elements directly increases the cost of the satellite. Table 4.21 presents

the optimization outcome for PMS and SPMS. Since the cost is the objective function and

reliability is a constraint here, the reliability corresponding to the optimized cost is presented

for each case. Unlike in case (i), the increase in reliability of PMS to that of SPMS is not

proportional to the cost increase.

Elements Choice Element Count Redundancy Type Failure Rate Weight(kg) Power(W) Cost(EUR)
PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS PMS SPMS

RW RW_C3 RW_C3 1 1 A A 6.95E-07 6.95E-07 6 6 13 13 4600 4600
ES ES_C3 ES_C3 2 2 A A 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.9 1.9 3.9 3.9 650 650
StS StS_C3 StS_C3 1 2 A A 9.24E-06 9.24E-06 3 3 9 9 2550 2550
IMU IMU_C3 IMU_C1 1 1 A A 6.99E-06 2.73E-06 3.3 5.6 36 32 5300 7000
PT PT_C5 PT_C5 1 1 A A 2.11E-07 2.11E-07 4.3 4.3 1 1 1700 1700
ThR ThR_C5 ThR_C3 3 3 C A 1.60E-05 1.19E-05 1.5 2.8 1.3 0.8 1366 1383
BAT BAT_C4 BAT_C4 1 1 A A 1.63E-07 1.63E-07 8.9 8.9 0 0 3200 3200
SP SP_C1 SP_C1 8 11 A A 2.32E-05 2.32E-05 3 3 0 0 131 131
PCU PCU_C1 PCU_C1 2 2 A A 9.54E-06 9.54E-06 3.9 3.9 2 2 1100 1100
PDU PDU_C2 PDU_C2 2 2 A A 8.36E-06 8.36E-06 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.9 900 900
RCR RCR_C5 RCR_C5 1 1 A A 7.23E-07 7.23E-07 3.8 3.8 13 13 3050 3050
TSR TSR_C5 TSR_C5 1 1 A A 4.78E-06 4.78E-06 3.5 3.5 14 14 1850 1850
ANT ANT_C2 ANT_C3 1 2 C C 1.30E-06 1.03E-05 1.3 0.6 3.5 2.6 1700 1300
DPY DPY_C4 DPY_C5 1 1 A A 2.47E-06 2.82E-06 2.3 3.9 13 11 6200 5800
SADM SADM_C4 SADM_C1 2 2 C C 1.40E-05 9.40E-06 5.9 4.6 23 16 3050 3200
RAD RAD_C4 RAD_C2 1 2 A C 2.08E-06 5.22E-06 2.5 2.9 47 48 2800 1950
CPU CPU_C4 CPU_C4 1 1 A A 8.83E-07 8.83E-07 0.9 0.9 2.9 2.9 17500 17500
DSU DSU_C2 DSU_C2 1 1 A A 3.09E-06 3.09E-06 4.1 4.1 1.8 1.8 12100 12100

Table 4.20: Results: Minimize Cost
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Type Reliability Weight Power Cost Availability
PMS 0.524 98.8 194.1 79100 0.9999
SPMS 0.504 119.2 191.3 85694 0.9999

Table 4.21: Resultant System Parameters

4.4 Summary

This Chapter investigated the Reliability Allocation Problem, Redundancy Allocation

Problem (RAP), andReliability-RedundancyAllocationProblem (RRAP) for a satellite sys-

tem. At first, the reliability allocation models based on various apportionment techniques

were developed to allocate the satellite reliability during the initial design phase. Then aRAP

model was developed to utilize the heritage data and estimate the number of redundancies

required to improve the reliability. Later, a detailed model, fault tree and binary decision di-

agram of the satellite were developed for each phase to solve RRAP. Next, the idea of reality

factors was introduced to deal with the complexity of satellites. Then, the system reliability

equation was calculated using the modular method. Finally, the satellite system model was

optimized to identify the optimal elements, number of redundancy and redundancy strate-

gies. Comparison between the optimization results of Phased Mission System (PMS) and

Single Phase Mission System (SPMS) formulation showed that PMS provided a more pre-

cise estimation of reliability.
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Allmodels are approximations. Essentially, all models are

wrong but some are useful.

George Box

5
Satellite System Design

The interactions among the different subsystems in the satellite is neces-

sary for a good design. Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO), sometimes

referred to asMultidisciplinary Design Analysis and Optimization (MDAO), is a field of en-

gineering that is used to solve optimization problems involving more than one discipline.
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Like any other optimization, the primary focus of MDO is to identify an optimal solution

in a specified design space subject to constraints. Optimization of individual subsystems can

conflict with each other when assembled. Therefore, the entire system has to be optimized

holistically. In this Chapter, the mathematical foundation of system analysis and optimiza-

tion using MDO is introduced and is then used to optimize a Distributed Space System.

5.1 Fundamentals ofMultidisciplinary Design Optimization

The key aspect of MDO is to enable system optimization where the inherent couplings

between the various disciplines are appropriately modelled. Constraints of the optimization

reflect the requirement of the design and the objective function represents the system de-

sign preference. The foundation of the MDO is built on the intersection of three distinct

yet related fields: Non-linear Optimization,Model Construction andModel Differenti-

ation168.

5.1.1 Non-linear Optimization

Non-linear optimization converts the problem with infinite solutions (under-defined

problem) into a problem with single solution (well-defined). The objective function dis-

tinguishes between different system design alternatives and identifies the optimal design that

maximizes or minimizes the desired system attribute. Optimization algorithms/Optimizer

identifies the optimum design in several ways. The three main classes of optimization algo-

rithms are as follows:
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Brute Force Method In the Brute Force method, all possible solutions in the design

space are enumerated, and the best design that satisfies a given problem is identified. The

continuous design variables in the problem are discretized and sampled. This method is ef-

fective when the objective function of the problem is simple and involves a small number of

design variables. It is the simplest and the only method that guarantees the global optimum

or the best design. However, it falls short of optimizing real-world complex systems such as

satellites with numerous design variables and computationally expensive objective functions.

Gradient-free Method The Gradient-free method includes mathematically rigorous

algorithms such as Constrained Optimization BY Linear Approximation (COBYLA) and

evolutionary algorithms such as Genetic Algorithms that are heuristic in nature. It does not

require the gradient information of the functions to find the optimal solution. The advan-

tages of the Gradient-free method are that it is straightforward to implement, runs the op-

timization in parallel, and can be used even when the design variables are discrete. How-

ever, the method requires a large number of function evaluations to get a reasonable answer.

Moreover, the optimization becomes extremely difficult to solve when external tools such as

Nastran-Patran for structural analysis are used as discipline models.

Gradient-basedMethod TheGradient-basedmethod finds the optimal solutionwith

the search directions given by the gradients of the function at the current point. Gradient-

based methods are orders of magnitude faster than gradient-free method if the gradients are

easy to compute. The gradientmethod is excellent inhandlingnumerousdesign variables and

the computational cost is reasonable even when external tools are used as discipline models.

If the external tools do not provide gradients, they can be estimated through finite-difference
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or complex step approximations. Themain drawback of the gradientmethod is that it can be

used only for continuous functions and continuous design space. Besides, this method often

results in local optima and is highly dependent on the starting points. Inmany cases, themain

justification for using the gradient method is that a local optimum for models that closely

represent realitymay bemore valuable than a global optimum for low fidelitymodels. Hence

the gradient method will be used in this research for satellite design. Although analytical

models are used for the design problem in this research, the models can be easily upgraded to

high fidelity models in the future. SLSQP and SNOPT are some good examples of gradient

based optimizers.

5.1.2 Model Construction

Model construction is a process of formulating all the satellite subsystems and their in-

teractions. The combination of problem formulation and organizational strategy is called

the MDO Architecture. Chapter 2 introduced different types of MDO Architectures used

for various applications. The models that represent a system is either explicit or implicit. For

example, if the dependent variable y is given in terms of an independent variable x such that

y = f(x), the function is explicit. Equation (5.1) is simple example of an explicit function.

y = x2 + 3x+ 8 (5.1)

On the other hand, the implicit function is defined in terms of both dependent and inde-

pendent variables. The implicit functions are expressed by residual equations, r = R(x, y) =

0 where x is the input and y is the output. For a given value of x, the value of y can be calcu-

lated such that the residual equation is equal to zero. All explicit functions can be expressed
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as implicit functions. The main difference between explicit and implicit functions is in the

output computation. A non-linear solver such as aNewton solver is required to compute the

outputs of an Implicit Function. Equation (5.2) is simple example of an implicit function.

Implicit functions are required to model the disciplinary coupling and are discussed in the

following section.

y− x2 − 3x− 8 = 0 (5.2)

Newton’smethod Newton’smethod is an iterativemethod of approximating the roots

of a function using Taylor’s expansion to solve Implicit functions. For example, consider a

vector-valued implicit function R(x, y), with the goal to solve for the parameter y. Then,

Taylor’s expansion for small variations in y for this equation is given by,

R(x, y+ Δy) = R(x, y) +
Δy

[
∂R
∂y

]
1!

+ ... (5.3)

Converting equation (5.3) to residual form and rearranging gives,

Δy
[
∂R
∂y

]
≈ −R(x, y) (5.4)

Ignoring the infinitesimal higher order terms gives a linear equation as shown below that is

straightforward to solve,

Δy ≈ −R(x, y)
[
∂R
∂y

]−1

(5.5)
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Equation (5.5) is the Newton’s method and it is iteratively solved until Δy reaches the re-

quired level of accuracy. At each successive iteration, y in the equation is replaced by a new

term, yk+1 such that yk+1 = yk+Δyk where k and k+1 are the current and successive approx-

imations, respectively.

5.1.3 Model Differentiation

The gradients required for the Gradient-based optimizer can be computed in several

ways. These approaches are classified into Numerical, Algorithmic and Analytical Differ-

entiations. The two main methods in Numerical Differentiations are Finite Difference and

Complex-step method. The Finite difference does not require access to the source code and

therefore is the easiest method to implement. The first-order finite difference approximation

is derived from Taylor’s expansion as follows:

f(x+ h) = f(x) +
hf ′(x)
1!

+
h2f ′′(x)

2!
+ ... (5.6)

hf ′(x) = f(x+ h)− f(x)− h2f ′′(x)
2!

− ... (5.7)

f ′(x) ≈ f(x+ h)− f(x)
h

(5.8)

The value of h in the above equation must be sufficiently small to get approximations of

the derivatives closer to the actual values. Therefore, all the terms inmultiplicationwith h are

infinitesimally smaller and are neglected. While, in theory, it is possible to get accurate gradi-

ents with small values of h, it is not practical after a specific lower limit of h, as the error in the

approximation grows with it. The lower limit of h comes from the ability of computers to

store the significant digits of floating-point numbers. There is limit to how small of a differ-
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ence can be resolved in two numbers. This phenomenon is called Catastrophic cancellation

or Subtractive cancellation, which is an inherent problem in numerical subtraction.

An excellent workaround to reach higher accuracy is to implement the Complex-Step

approximation. Like Finite difference, theComplex step approximations is also derived from

Taylor’s expansion but uses complex arithmetic functions as shown below.

f(x+ ih) = f(x) +
ihf ′(x)

1!
− h2f ′′(x)

2!
− ih3f ′′′(x)

3!
+ ... (5.9)

Equating the real and imaginary parts in equation (5.9) gives complex step approximation

as shows in equation (5.13).

Re f(x+ ih) = f(x)− h2f ′′(x)
2!

+ ... (5.10)

Im f(x+ ih) =
hf ′(x)
1!

− h3f ′′′(x)
3!

+ ... (5.11)

hf ′(x) = Im f(x+ ih) +
h3f ′′′(x)

3!
+ ... (5.12)

f ′(x) ≈ Im f(x+ ih)
h

(5.13)

As there is no subtraction involved in equation (5.13), this method does not suffer from

Catastrophic cancellation. Moreover, it offers second-order convergence as the largest ne-

glected term is of order h2. However, the main drawback with the complex-step method

is that the source code must be compatible with complex arithmetics. Numerical approxi-

mations, in general, are computationally expensive as the approximation must be computed

once per variable in the gradient.
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Algorithmic Differentiation computes the derivative of a given model with respect to a

specified variable, producing a newmodel as its output. Thismethod providesmore accurate

derivatives than numerical approximations yet is computationally expensive than Analytical

Differentiation.

The best option to improve the accuracy and reduce the computational cost is to use An-

alytical Differentiation that uses manually calculated derivatives. Therefore, in this research,

Analytical Differentiation is used for gradient-based optimization. The relationship between

total and partial derivatives of a coupled system is given in Figure 5.1. Here, the derivatives

obtained from discipline models are partial derivatives and the derivatives obtained from a

systemmodel that combine the discipline models are the total derivatives.

Figure 5.1: Relationship between total and partial derivatives of a coupled system
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5.1.4 MDO Frameworks

MDOFrameworks assist inmodel development, differentiation andoptimization. Open-

MDAO169 is an open-source MDO framework for optimizing complex coupled systems.

OpenMDAO combines the disciplinemodel as implicit functions to efficiently compute the

total derivatives of the coupled model. When the model consists only of explicit functions,

the total derivatives can be calculated using basic calculus. However, when there are implicit

functions due to coupling between the models, the computation of the total derivatives be-

comes challenging.

Consider a function F(x, y), where x is a vector of n inputs and y is a vector ofm variables

that depend implicitly on x. Then the total derivative ( dfdx ) of model output (f) with respect

to model input (x) is calculated in openMDAO as follows169:

df
dx

=
∂F
∂x

+
∂F
∂y

dy
dx

(5.14)

The partial derivatives in equation (5.14) is straightforward to calculate. However, the deriva-

tive dy/dx that captures the change in y with respect to x is calculated by differentiating the

residual functionR(x, y) = 0 as follows:

∂R
∂x

+
∂R
∂y

dy
dx

= 0 (5.15)

The equation (5.15) is rearranged, and the resultant linear equation (5.16) is solved for n

times (once for each inputs in vector x) find dy/dx. The calculated dy/dx is then substituted

in equation (5.14) to compute the total derivatives.
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∂R
∂y︸︷︷︸
m×m

dy
dx︸︷︷︸
m×n

= − ∂R
∂x︸︷︷︸
m×n

(5.16)

This approach is called the direct method or forward method, and it scales linearly with

the number of inputs. Therefore, the computational cost of this approach is directly pro-

portional to the number of inputs. Another way of calculating total derivatives is to directly

substitute the equation (5.16) in equation (5.14).

df
dx

=
∂F
∂x

+

ψT︷ ︸︸ ︷
∂F
∂y︸︷︷︸
1×m

[
∂R
∂y

]−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m×m

∂R
∂x

(5.17)

where ψ is the adjoint vector of sizem and is calculated as follows.

ψT =
∂F
∂y︸︷︷︸
1×m

[
∂R
∂y

]−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m×m

(5.18)

[
∂R
∂y

]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m×m

ψ︸︷︷︸
m×1

=

[
∂F
∂y

]T
︸ ︷︷ ︸

m×1

(5.19)

The vector ψ in this linear equation can be solved and is then used to compute the total

derivatives. This approach is called the adjoint method or reverse method, which scales lin-

early with the number of outputs and is independent of the number of inputs. Therefore,

the direct method is advantageous if the number of inputs is less than the number of out-
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puts and the adjoint method is advantageous when the number of outputs is less than the

number of inputs in a given model. However, it is challenging to integrate this choice into

the MDO framework. Hwang et al.170 developed a Modular Analysis and Unified Deriva-

tives (MAUD) architecture to overcome this challenge. MAUD architecture provides the

mathematical framework that generalizes all analytical derivative methods using the Unified

Derivatives Equation as presented in equation (5.20)171.

[
∂R
∂u

] [
du
dr

]
= I =

[
∂R
∂u

]T [du
dr

]T
(5.20)

where u is the vector containing inputs, implicit variables and outputs,R is the residual func-

tions and du/dr is the required total derivative. The left equality of equation (5.20) cor-

responds to the direct method, while the right equality corresponds to the adjoint method.

OpenMDAOleverages theMAUDarchitecture to efficiently compute the derivatives. How-

ever, it is challenging to formulate the problem with Distributed Architectures using Open-

MDAO. In a Distributed Architecture, the problem is decomposed into sub-problems that

are optimized separately under a top-level optimization. The top-level optimization requires

derivatives from the sub-problems, which is outside the scope of MAUD. While it is true

that Distributed architectures perform well for a specific application, there is no conclusive

evidence that it would outperform monolithic architecture for the same application. More-

over, the conclusion fromprevious researches94,99, that comparedmonolithic anddistributed

architectures for various applications, favoured monolithic architectures. Therefore, in this

research, only monolithic architectures are considered for optimization.
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5.2 Distributed Space System

In the emerging NewSpace industry, driven by the advancements and miniaturization

of electronics, the capabilities and application of small satellites are growing tremendously.

Small satellites offer unique benefits such as shorter development time, lower cost, relatively

simple maintenance, and mass producibility. As a result, small satellites are currently con-

sidered for almost every space application172. Small satellites are predominant in Low Earth

Orbits (LEO)173. The ground coverage capacity of a small satellite operating in LEO is lim-

ited and therefore, often operate in a group to accomplish a commercialmission. Distributed

Space Systems (DSS) is a system in which several satellites work together to achieve a com-

mon goal which is not feasible with a single small satellite. Nowadays, there is a growing de-

mand for cost-effectiveDSS operable inLEO.Previous researches onDSS174–177 were focused

on optimizing the geometric configuration of the satellite constellation to improve coverage

and reduce the overall cost. However, the satellite subsystems and their parameters were not

considered for the optimization. The long-term success of a DSS hinges on substantial cost

reduction. This is possible only when the connection between the constellation configura-

tion and satellite subsystems are fully exploited. Therefore, design of DSS considering all the

disciplines with interdisciplinary coupling needs to be optimized. Because of its disciplinary

boundaries, DSS cannot be optimized as a standard constrained non-linear programming

problem and has to be considered as a Multidisciplinary Design Problem.

The optimum solution to a multidisciplinary design problem can be achieved not only

by considering the design of individual disciplines in the system but also their interactions.

Modelling of subsystem interactions with each other in a DSS complicates the optimization
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problem as the subsystem compatibility has to be maintained along with the objective func-

tion minimization. There are several ways to overcome this challenge with problem formu-

lation procedure called MDO architecture.

The goal here is to compare three different Monolithic architectures: Multidisciplinary

Feasible (MDF), IndividualDisciplineFeasible (IDF) andSimultaneousANalysis andDesign

(SAND) for the DSS design problem. The various disciplines and their interactions of DSS

are modelled in OpenMDAO169, which is a specialized framework for MDO optimization.

The usage of such framework removes most of the human-factors in programming of the

architectures. Therefore, the results remain unbiased and depend only on the nature of the

problem.

5.3 ProblemDescription

This section describes a DSS model to compare the selected architectures. A DSS is a

complex multidisciplinary system consists of following subsystems: (i) Constellationmodel,

(ii) Payload, (iii) Power, (iv) Thermal, (v) Structure, (vi) Attitude Determination and Con-

trol (ADC), (vii) On-board Computer (OBC), (viii) Telemetry, Tracking and Command

(TT&C), and (ix) Propulsion. For the initial study, only Constellation, Payload, Power,

Thermal and Structure subsystems are considered. It is assumed that ADC, OBC, TT&C,

and Propulsion subsystems are readily available and their mass and power budgets are esti-

mated based on design estimation relationships155,178,179. The multidisciplinary design opti-

mization problem requires a set of design variables and subsystem inputs to generate subsys-

tem states by solving the respective analysis model. The calculated subsystem states are either

needed to compute the objective/constraints or needed by other subsystems (coupling). The
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connections between the subsystems of modelled DSS is illustrated in Figure. 5.2. The set of

design variables used in this problem, and their permissible ranges are presented in Section

5.5.

The difference between the MDO architectures lies in their handling of coupling vari-

ables. Most of the design variables in this problem are continuous while some of them are

discrete. If both types of variables are considered, then the optimization problem becomes

a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Problem (MINLP) which are very hard to solve. The discrete

variables such as the number of satellites and orbital planes are important for reducing the

launch cost but they are not directly coupled to any other subsystem. While these discrete

variables will impact the resultant satellite design and the computation time, it will not affect

the comparison between the architectures. Therefore, in this section the number of satellites

and orbital planes are fixed to reduce MINLP to Non-Linear Problem (NLP), and optimize

only the Altitude, Inclination and Elevation angle in the constellation model.

The DSS considered in this research is an earth observation constellation operating in

LEO. The constellation consists of 25 satellites evenly distributed over five orbital planes.

The satellites in the constellation are assumed to be identical to each other and have the same

optical payload. The primary constraint enforced in this DSS optimization problem is to

provide at least 70%coverage over Luxembourg, Belgium, andGermany. The objective of the

optimization problem is to minimize the overall mass of the DSS system subject to various

constraints. The mass of DSSmsys is calculated using equation (5.21).
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Figure 5.2: Coupling of DSS (MDO) disciplines

msys = Ns × (mstruc +mpayload +mpower+ (5.21)

mthermal +mremaining)

whereNs is the number of satellites,mstruc is themass of satellite structure,mpayload is themass

of payload,mpower is the mass of power subsystem,mthermal is the mass of thermal subsystem

andmremaining is the mass of remaining subsystems.

5.4 DSS Subsystems

In this section, the mathematical models for all the considered disciplines in the Dis-

tributed Space System are detailed. Here the parent element isDSS and the children elements
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are Constellation, Payload, Power, Thermal and Structure subsystems.

5.4.1 ConstellationModel

Coverage goal of theDSS can be achieved by numerous constellation patterns. However,

Walker Delta pattern is considered for its simplicity and cost-effectiveness180,181. The constel-

lation parameters i,Ns, p, and f define the distribution of the satellites in space, where i is the

inclination,Ns is the total number of satellites, p is the number of orbital planes, and f is the

phase difference between satellites in the adjacent plane. Walker Delta constellation pattern

is denoted by i : Ns/p/f. The number of satellite in each orbit is given by s = Ns
p where

p | Ns (p divisible byNs). To avoid collisions between satellites, the phase difference between

adjacent satellites in a single plane is calculated by f× 360◦
Ns

, where f is an integer between 0 to

(p – 1).

The orbital parameters of a satellite in the three-dimensional space include the six Keple-

rian elements: semi-major axis (a), eccentricity (e), inclination (i), the longitude of ascending

node (Ω), the argument of perigee (ω), and true anomaly (ν). Since the Walker Delta con-

stellation consists of circular orbits, e = 0 and ω = 0. Therefore, a is equal to the radius

of the orbit, and ν becomes the angle from the ascending node to the satellite’s position vec-

tor. The right ascension of ascending node is given by Ω = 360◦
p . At epoch νn = fn where

n = 1, 2, ...,Ns. The optimization design variables for the constellation discipline are the

Altitude (h), inclination (i) and Elevation angle (ε). The constraints set for this problem is to

achieve total temporal coverage of at least 70%.

At first, the satellite’s initial state is determined from the orbital parameters. Then, the

satellite state is propagated around the Earth over a defined time, 12 days in this case. Finally,
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the coverage is computed and updated for each satellite. Detailed descriptions of these steps

are as follows:

Satellite State Determination The state (Y⃗) of the satellite at any a given point in

space is determined by the position and velocity vectors of the satellite. Equations (5.22-5.24)

represent the state (Y⃗PQW), position (⃗rPQW), and velocity (⃗vPQW) vectors in the Perifocal co-

ordinate system, PQW, and μ is the standard gravitational parameter. Here, P axis is towards

perigee (ω),Q axis is 90◦ from P in the direction of satellite motion, andW axis is normal to

the orbit plane.

Y⃗PQW =

r⃗PQW
v⃗PQW

 (5.22)

r⃗PQW =


acos(ν)

1+ecos(ν)

asin(ν)
1+ecos(ν)

0

 (5.23)

v⃗PQW =


−
√

μ
p sin(ν)√

μ
p (e+ cos(ν))

0

 (5.24)

Since ω = 0, the perifocal frame of reference becomes obsolete for further calculation.

Therefore, using coordinate transformation, the state variables are transformed into theEarth-

Centred Inertial (ECI) system, IJK, where I axis points towards the vernal equinox direction,

J axis is 90◦ towards the east in the equatorial plane andK axis goes through the north pole.
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Satellite State Propagation With the gravitational attractions between the satellite

and the Earth, themovement of a satellite in an orbit around the Earth is considered as a two-

body problem. In an ideal case, this is represented by simple equations of motion. However,

in an actual case, there are perturbations due to the following: (i) Non-homogeneity and

oblateness of Earth, (ii) Third-body effects, (iii) atmospheric drag, and (iv) solar pressure.

The effect of the perturbations in the satellite cannot be neglected in a real-world scenario.

Cowell’s Formulation182 accounts for these effects by adding the perturbing accelerations to

the two-body equation of motion, as shown in equation (5.25).

¨⃗r = − μ
r3
r⃗+ a⃗p (5.25)

where perturbing acceleration, a⃗p, is the total acceleration caused by all other forces acting on

the satellite and ¨⃗r is the resultant satellite acceleration. The specific formof a⃗p depends on the

number of perturbation sources considered in the problem. A simplified acceleration model

that includes perturbations due to the non-spherical central body is assumed. This perturb-

ing acceleration on the satellite is obtained from the gradient of the gravitational potential

of the non-spherical Earth that is modelled using spherical harmonics183. The perturbations

arising from the second (J2), third (J3) and fourth (J4) harmonics are considered for the calcu-

lation. The components of the perturbing acceleration vector due to J2, J3, and J4 harmonics

used for the calculation are found in Fundamentals of astrodynamics and applications184 and

are added linearly to equation (5.25).

Combining the state vector equation (5.22) and Cowell’s second order equation of mo-

tion, the state of the satellite is reformulated into a first-order system as follows:
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˙⃗Y =

 v⃗

− μ⃗r
r3 + a⃗p

 (5.26)

Equation (5.26) is known as the variation of Cowell’s formulation and is solved by using

numerical integration methods.

CoverageAnalysis The satellite observational area is the field of view from the satellite

that projects a circular or rectangular footprint on the Earth. Access between the satellite

and a target point in the footprint area at a given time represents the instantaneous coverage

of the satellite. With the latitudes and longitudes of the sub-satellite point (Θs, Λs), and the

latitudes and longitudes of the target (Θt, Λt), the value of EarthCentral angle λ is calculated

using equation (5.27)3.

cosλ = sinΘssinΘt + cosΘscosΘtcos|Λs − Λt| (5.27)

Then the nadir η is calculated using the design variable ε from equation (5.28) which is used

to calculate the maximum Earth Central angle λmax.

sin ηmax = cos εmin
RE

h+ RE
(5.28)

λmax = 90◦ − εmin − ηmin (5.29)

A total of three hundred grid points, evenly distributed among the intended region (Lux-

embourg, Belgium and Germany) are selected as targets for this study. The condition for the
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coverage, λ < λmax is checked for each grid point. The total temporal coverage is determined

by equation (5.30).

C =

∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1 Tij

nm
(5.30)

where C indicates the coverage performance of the constellation, n is the number of time

points considered,m is the number of grid points andTij is the coverage matrix. C should be

at least 70% as per the constraints set for the problem.

5.4.2 Payload

Payload, being the most important subsystem of a satellite, drives the system design.

Therefore, payload parameters such as size, weight and power requirements are needed at

the initial stage of the satellite design. Usually for constellation missions, the payload is well

defined and needs to be populated properly in orbit. However, in this case, the payload de-

sign is also optimized. It is unlikely to know the exact value of the payload parameters at the

early stage. Therefore, viable estimation techniques are used to find their approximate val-

ues179. For earth observation mission, an optical payload is considered. Given the satellite

altitude, the size of the payload is estimated using the relation in the following equations179.

f =
hdx

X/Nsamp
(5.31)

D =
Bf
Qdx

(5.32)

where h is the altitude, f is the focal length,D is the aperture diameter, dx is thewidth of cross-

track detectors, X is the cross-track ground pixel resolution,Nsamp is the cross-track detector
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samples in one pixel, B is the operating wavelength and Q is the quality factor for imaging.

Based on the estimated aperture diameterDpayload, themassmpayload, and powerPpayload of the

payload are determined by sub-scaling from a reference payload using following relations179.

R = Dpayload/D0 (5.33)

mpayload ≈ KR3W0 (5.34)

Ppayload ≈ KR3P0 (5.35)

whereR is the aperture ratio,D0,W0, and P0 are the aperture diameter, mass, and power of

the reference payload respectively and K is the scaling factor which is 2 when R is less than

0.5, and 1 otherwise.

To increase theoverall systemcoverage, theoverlapof satellite footprintsmust be ensured.

Therefore, the swath of a satellite must be greater than the successive node crossings at the

Equator. This implies that the orbits maintain substantial margins at higher latitudes which

ultimately increases the coverage. The swath of the satellite is given by 2λmax. Successive

node crossings are determined from the perpendicular separation between the orbits as given

in equation below.

S = sin−1(sin(ΔL)sin(i)) (5.36)

where ΔL is the longitudinal shift per orbit and i is the orbit inclination angle.
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5.4.3 Power Subsystem

The electrical power required to operate the satellite is generated by the Power subsystem

with the help of solar panels. In addition to power generation, the power subsystem is also

responsible for storing, distributing, and regulating the electrical power to each subsystem as

needed. The area of solar panels influences the power generation aswell as the size of the satel-

lite. The size and capacity of the rechargeable battery to store the generated power depend

on the power consumption and the duration of the satellite in eclipse.

Solar Panel Sizing The solar arrays must be sized such that the power generated by

them is greater than the power required by the satellite. The area of the solar panel is deter-

mined based on the amount of power required by the satellite. The power required by the

satellite is calculated as follows:

Preq =
PpayloadTpayload + PthermalTe + PbattTe + PothersT

T− Te
(5.37)

where Ppayload is the power required by the payload in time Tpayload , Pthermal is the power re-

quired by the thermal subsystem operated during eclipse Te, Pbatt is the power required to

charge the battery, Pothers is the combined power required by the remaining for the total or-

bital periodT. The power generated by the solar panel depends on various factors as given in

the following equation90.

Pgen = S0XiXsXeX0AsηFc(βpΔT+ 1)cos(χ) (5.38)

where S0 = 1367 W/m2 is the solar constant, Xi = 0.95, Xs = 0.9637, Xe = 1 and X0 =
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0.98 are the correction factors, As is the area of solar panel, η is the photoelectric conversion

efficiency, Fc is the solar array loss coefficient, βp is the power temperature coefficient, χ is the

worst-case sun vector deviation from the solar panel normal. Using required and generated

power, the surplus power is calculated as follows90:

Psurplus = (1− dy)LtPgen − (1+ 5%)Preq (5.39)

where dy is the annual power degradation of the solar panels and Lt is the mission lifetime.

Battery Sizing During the eclipse, the power generated by the solar panel is zero. A

rechargeable battery is required to maintain the supply of power to the satellite. The dis-

charge capacity, C of the battery depends on the duration of the eclipse and the power re-

quired during the eclipse. The Depth-of-Discharge, DOD of the battery, is taken as 80% of

the rated capacity Crated.

With the area of the solar panels as design variable and the estimated battery capacity, the

mass of the power subsystem,mpower is calculated from equation 5.40.

mpower = ρsAs + Crated.VDB/μb (5.40)

where ρs is the areal density of solar array, VDB is the battery voltage and μb is the specific

energy of the battery.
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5.4.4 Thermal Subsystem

The satellite in an orbit is subject to radiation from the sun, thermal radiation from the

Earth, and albedo. The temperature within the satellite must be maintained to keep the elec-

tronics in their operational range. Excess heat collected inside the satellite is ejected to the

outer space by the radiators located in sun-facing direction. The commonheat sources are ex-

ternal environment and internal heat generation, while the commonheat sinks are controlled

heat rejection from the radiator and heat leaks from the insulation. Initially, the satellite is

assumed to be in steady-state equilibrium. The heat balance equation for the satellite is given

by equation (5.41)3,178.

Qsource = Qsink

Qexternal + Qinternal = QRadiator + QMLI (5.41)

It is assumed that the predominant source of radiation is the sun and the other external ra-

diations are negligible. The entire satellite is encapsulated by Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI)

except the faces where the radiators are mounted. The heat leaks fromMLI are insignificant

and is neglected in the calculation. Therefore, using Stefan-Boltzmann law the heat balance

equation is rewritten as follows:

αS0AR + Qinternal = εARσT4 (5.42)

where α is the Absorbity of the material, ε is the Emissivity of the material, S0 is the solar

constant, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant,T is the satellite temperature,AR is the radiator
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area and Qinternal is the internal heat generation. With equation (5.42) and AR as the design

variable, the temperature T is calculated for hot and cold cases. Qinternal is assumed as 60%

of the satellite power during hot case and 40% of the satellite power during cold case. The

temperature during the hot case must not exceed 340K and the temperature during the cold

case must not be less than 263K. Finally, the mass and power of the thermal subsystem are

estimated by equations (5.43,5.44) respectively.

mthermal = AR ρR (5.43)

pthermal = εσART4 (5.44)

where ρR is the areal radiator density.

5.4.5 Structure Subsystem

The structure of the satellite is the mechanical enclosure enveloping the satellite subsys-

tems to protect them from the launch and space environments. The structural elements are

treated as a separate subsystem for design and analysis purposes. This subsystem stays in

contact with a launch vehicle, and it experiences severe static and dynamic loads. The load-

carrying capacity of a satellite depends on the strength and stiffness of the structure subsystem

that can be improved by careful selection of materials, and adequate reinforcement. How-

ever, it is necessary to keep the mass of the satellite as light as possible to reduce the launch

cost. The shape of the satellite has significant importance, especially when solar panels, ra-

diators or any other elements are mounted on its surfaces. Satellite exists not only in regular

shapes such as cylinder, cuboid, sphere but also in irregular shapes.
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Table 5.1: AL7075 T6 material properties

E (GPa) ν G (GPa) ρ (kg/m3) σ (MPa) τ (MPa)

71.7 0.33 26.9 2810 503 331

Table 5.2: Launch loads considered

Launch load Longitudinal Lateral

Acceleration (g) ± 10g ± 7.5g
Frequency (Hz) ≥ 90Hz ≥ 60Hz

The satellite considered here is a semi-monocoque cuboid whose length in X and Y di-

rections are equal as shown in Figure 5.3. It has four side panels, four stiffeners at the corners,

and four trays/frames perpendicular to the stiffeners. The launch adapter in the launcher

is attached to the outside of the bottom tray, A. The trays B and C hold payload and other

subsystems, while the tray D covers the cuboid. The number of elements in the structural

design is fixed and its dimensions are optimized. The space-grade aluminium alloy - AL7075

T6 is selected as the material for the design. Its material properties is indicated in Table 5.1.

The structural model presented here is based on the analytical structural design methodolo-

gies provided in the literature44,178,185,186. The design variables and constraints for structural

optimization are the geometric dimensions and launch loads, respectively. Themagnitude of

launch loads varies with the launchers. A launcher with severe launch loads shown in Table

5.2 is considered for this study.

Static Model A static model or time-invariant satellite model is used to evaluate the

structure under quasi-static limit loads imposed by the launcher. For preliminary calcula-

tions, the satellite structure is considered as a cantilever beam fixed at the base through the
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Figure 5.3: Satellite cross section
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launch adapter. The satellite experiences the maximum axial load of 10g and a uniform lat-

eral load of 7.5g. Then the maximum normal stress, σmax andmaximum shear stress, τmax are

calculated from following equations.

Asat = 4[Ab + tp(LXY − tp)] (5.45)

σmax =
Mmaxhp
2Ix

+
Flong
Asat

(5.46)

τmax =
VmaxQ
IxLXY

(5.47)

where Asat is the cross sectional area of the satellite, LXY is the satellite dimension in X and Y

direction, tp is the thickness of the side panels, Ix is the satellitemoment of inertia,Mmax is the

maximumbendingmoment andVmax is themaximum shear force. The Lateral load, Flat and

longitudinal load, Flong is obtained by substituting lateral acceleration alat and longitudinal

accelerations along in F = msat × a, respectively. The calculated stress should be less than the

yield strength of the material indicated in Table 5.1.

Dynamic Model The satellite should withstand both static and dynamic load applied

to it. The classical methodology is to design for static loads and verify the design for dy-

namic loads or vice versa. However, in this optimization, a set of design variables is iteratively

checked against both static and dynamic loads. A dynamic model of the satellite predicts the

natural frequency of the satellite in the given load conditions. The dynamic model here is

a four degrees-of-freedom spring-mass system. The massm1, m2, m3, andm4 represent the

lumped masses for trays A, B, C, and D respectively. The launch adapters and structural ele-

ments between the trays act like spring. The equations of motion in longitudinal and lateral
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directions are given by equations (5.48, 5.49) respectively.



m1 0 0 0

0 m2 0 0

0 0 m3 0

0 0 0 m4





z̈1

z̈2

z̈3

z̈4



+



k1 + k2 −k2 0 0

−k2 k2 + k3 −k3 0

0 −k3 k3 + k4 −k4

0 0 −k4 k4





z1

z2

z3

z4


=



0

0

0

0


(5.48)



Im 0 0 0

0 m2 0 0

0 0 m3 0

0 0 0 m4





ϕ̈

ẍ2

ẍ3

ẍ4



+



kϕ 0 0 0

0 k5 + k6 −k6 0

0 −k6 k6 + k7 −k7

0 0 −k7 k7





ϕ

x2

x3

x4


=



0

0

0

0


(5.49)

where k1, kϕ are the longitudinal and lateral stiffness of the launch adapter. k2−4 are the longi-

tudinal stiffness, and k5−7 are the lateral stiffness of the structural elements between the trays
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A-B, B-C and C-D, respectively. Im is the mass moment of inertia of the satellite.

With the mass and stiffness matrices, the angular frequency of the satellite is obtained by

solving the eigenvalue problem, ([K]−ω2
n[M]) = 0. The first natural frequency is calculated

by fn = ωn/2π. The calculated first lateral frequency and the first longitudinal frequency

must be greater than launcher constraints shown in Table 5.2.

5.5 MDOArchitectures

The MDO problem of the DSS is formulated to have a single objective function that is

to minimize the mass of DSS, with continuous design variables described in Table 5.3. The

problem is solved using three different architectures MDF, IDF, and SAND. The main dif-

ference between the architecture lies in the handling of interdisciplinary coupling. For a fair

comparison, all the architectures use the Sequential Least-Squares Quadratic Programming

(SLSQP) optimizer187 and the convergence tolerance of the optimizer set to 1× 10−3.

To describe the sequence of operation and data interactions within the architecture, an

extended Design Structure Matrix (XDSM) proposed byMartin and Lambe188 is used. The

conventions used in XDSM are as follows: (i) Rounded rectangle denotes the optimizer that

controls the entire optimization. (ii) Rectangular-shaped nodes represent disciplinemodules

and are placed along the diagonal. (iii) Parallelogram shaped nodes depict data and results.

(iv) Thick grey lines indicate data flow and thin black lines indicate process flow. (v) Data

flow in vertical direction represents the input to themodule while the data flow in horizontal

direction represents the output from the module. (vi) In addition to the thin black lines, a

numbering system is used to indicate the process flow. (vii) The process flows frommodule-

0 and continues in sequential order up to module-n. (viii) i → j represents loops executed
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Table 5.3: Design Variables of Optimization

Variable Symbol Unit Range Initial Guess

Altitude h km [800,1000] 900
Inclination i deg [53, 55] 53.5
Elevation Angle ε deg [15, 25] 15
Length in X & Y direction Lxy m [0.5, 1.2] 1
Length in Z direction Lz m [0.5, 1.2] 1
Thickness of panel tp m [0.001, 0.005] 0.005
L-bar Width dst m [0.02, 0.05] 0.03
L-bar Thickness tst m [0.001, 0.005] 0.005
Length Ratio between plate A and B AB - [0.25, 0.5] 0.325
Length Ratio between plate B and C BC - [0.25, 0.375] 0.25
Area of Solar Panel As m2 [1, 5] 2
Area of Radiator Ar m2 [0.1, 2] 1.06
Mass of Structure* mstruc kg [4, 50] 15
Mass of Satellite* msat kg [65, 150] 100
Power required by Satellite* Psat W [300, 750] 400
Power required by Thermal Subsystem* Pthermal W [30, 200] 90
Power required by Payload** Ppayload W [20, 200] 40

* Needed by IDF and SAND
** Needed by SAND

within the architecture such that a process i is followed by process juntil a specified condition

ismet. (ix) Data external to the optimizer, such as design variable initial guesses x(0), variables

at their optimum x∗, and discipline-specific variables are placed in the outer nodes.

IDF and SAND are decoupledwhile,MDF requires a solver to handle the coupling. The

following sub-sections present a brief description of problem formulations in MDF, IFD,

and SAND architectures and their respective XDSM diagrams for the given DSS model.
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5.5.1 Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND)

As the name suggests, the SAND architecture simultaneously analyses and designs the

system. This is performed by including state variables (ȳ) and coupling variables (y) from

each discipline to the set of design variables (x). The analysis models are reformulated to

provide residuals for each disciplinary equations. These residuals are treated as equality con-

straints for this architecture. The generalmathematical formulation of SANDarchitecture92

is shown below.
min f(x, y)

w.r.t. x, y, ȳ

s.t. gi(x0, xi, yi) ≥ 0 for i = 1, ...,N

Ri(x0, xi, y, ȳi) = 0 for i = 1, ...,N

(5.50)

The XDSM of the DSS problem implementation in SAND architecture is shown in Figure

5.4. The design variables and their acceptable range are given in Table 5.3.

5.5.2 Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF)

MDF architecture consists of Multidisciplinary Analysis (MDA) modules over which

the optimizer is placed. This implies that at each iteration of MDF, a multidisciplinary fea-

sible solution is present. The set of design variables (x) are passed into the MDA modules

which iterate over the discipline analysis models until a consistent set of coupling variables

(y) is generated. Then the design variables and the resultant coupling variables are used to

compute the objective and constraints. Typical iterative solvers such as Block Gauss-Seidel,

Newton solver are used to solve the MDA. The general mathematical formulation of MDF
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Figure 5.4: DSS XDSM diagram for SAND

architecture92 is shown below.

min f(x, y(x, y))

w.r.t. x

s.t. gi(x0, xi, yi(x0, xi, yi)) ≥ 0 for i = 1, ...,N

(5.51)

The XDSM of the DSS problem implementation in MDF architecture is shown in Figure

5.5. Nonlinear Block Gauss-Seidel iterative solver (NLBGS) and Newton solver is used to

solve the MDA of the DSS.

5.5.3 Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF)

Decoupling the MDF architecture results in IDF architecture. To decouple the MDF,

copies of coupling variables (ŷ) are added to the design variable set (x). This design variable
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Figure 5.5: DSS XDSM diagram for MDF

set is then used to compute the objective and constraints at each iteration. Multidisciplinary

feasibility is ensured by the usage of consistency constraints, gc = ŷ− y. The general mathe-

matical formulation of IDF architecture92 is given by:

min f(x, y(x, ŷ))

w.r.t. x, ŷ

s.t. gi(x0, xi, yi(x0, xi, ŷi)) ≥ 0 for i = 1, ...,N

gc = ŷi − yi(x0, xi, ŷi)) = 0 for i = 1, ...,N

(5.52)

The XDSMof the DSS problem implementation in IDF architecture is shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: DSS XDSM diagram for IDF

5.6 Results andDiscussions

The DSS design problem was solved successfully in all three architectures. IDF, SAND,

andMDF are optimized using SLSQP optimizer. For MDF, a solver is needed to handle the

coupling between the disciplines. For completeness, the MDF architecture is optimized for

two cases: (i) using a gradient-free Non-linear Block Gauss-Seidel (NLBGS) solver and (ii)

using a gradient-based Newton solver. Additionally, a Linear Direct solver is used for the

Newton solver to compute to the derivatives. Comparison between the solvers demonstrates

the differing performance of the same problem within the architecture. The optimization

results obtained from each architecture are shown in Table 5.4. There are multiple ways to

measure the effectiveness of an architecture. The most obvious way is to compare the opti-

mum Objective Values attained by each architecture. However, other metrics such as Total
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Function Calls and Convergence Characteristics are also important for useful comparison.

5.6.1 Objective Value

IDF provided the minimum objective value, i.e. msys. However, there are no significant

changes inmsat between the architectures. The nonlinear solvers used in MDF introduces a

noise during convergence which causes the variations of the results. Since the resultant mass

of DSS is only an estimation, minor variations do not significantly impact the DSS design.

However, the accumulation of error grows with the addition of subsystems. It is possible to

minimize the error by using analytical derivatives instead of numerical approximation, in the

later stages.

5.6.2 Total Function Calls

The computation power required by the architecture is indicated by the number of func-

tions evaluated/called while optimization. The calls to calculate the derivatives are also in-

cluded in the functional call counts recorded for each subsystem. The number of function

calls to each subsystem for every architecture is shown in Table 5.5. IDF supersedes the other

architectures with the lowest function calls. SinceMDF converges to a multidisciplinary fea-

sible design at each iteration it has the most function calls. Additionally, the presence of

Direct solver induces a spike in function calls of MDFNewton.

The optimizationswere run on an intelCORE i7 7thGenprocessor. The computational

time required for each architecture is given in Table 5.4. Due to careful selection of design

variable ranges combined with the calculation of DSS coverage for a period of 12 days, the

computation time required is significantly lower than the time generally required to solve
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Table 5.4: Optimization results

Unit IDF SAND MDFNewton MDFNLBGS

msys kg 2477 2502 2560 2660
msat kg 99.11 100.09 102.40 106.43
h km 917.2 913.3 918.92 964.2
i deg 55.00 55.00 53.57 53.50
ε deg 18.64 18.56 17.83 18.88
Lxy m 0.54 0.66 0.55 0.56
Lz m 0.80 0.66 0.80 0.79
tp m 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
dst m 0.050 0.050 0.050 0.049
tst m 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.003
AB - 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.366
BC - 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.316
As m 2.38 2.36 2.36 2.38
Ar m 0.876 0.877 0.878 0.887
mstruc kg 9.374 10.590 9.470 11.763
Pthermal W 55.75 55.78 55.89 56.43
Ppayload W 99 98 106 109
Psat W 566.96 567.25 568.37 565.84
Coverage % 70 70 70 70
Psrpl W 5.48 1.13 0.00 6.80
Thot K 340 340 340 340
Tcold K 276.55 276.55 276.56 275.00
MoS - 1.8 2.2 1.9 3.6
wnlong Hz 74 74 73 71
wnlat Hz 60 72 60 62
Execution time h ≤ 1 ∼ 1 ∼ 6 ∼ 2
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Table 5.5: Function evaluation counts

Architecture Constellation Payload Power Thermal Structure Mass Total

IDF 122 82 162 64 122 122 674
SAND 226 198 310 170 254 254 1412

MDFNewton 3020 3020 17362 11072 23813 23813 82100
MDFNLBGS 964 964 2181 2181 2380 2380 11050

a problem of this size. In the actual scenario, the design variable have wide ranges and the

temporal coverage is calculated for the entire mission lifetime. This exponentially increases

the computational time. However, the results obtained are sufficient for the comparison

of architectures. The execution times given in Table 5.4 are consistent with the number of

function calls. As expected, the MDFNewton had the highest execution time and IDF had the

lowest.

5.6.3 Convergence Characteristics

The path taken for the optimization problem to arrive at the optimum value is given by

the convergence characteristics of the problem. Due to the complexity, the exact optimal

solution for the DSS problem is not known. Therefore, the lowest objective value calculated

is considered as the exact optimal solution for this comparison. The relative error is calculated

using the following equation.

Relative Error =
|f− fmin|

fmin
(5.53)

where f is the objective of the targeted architecture and fmin is the corresponding objective

from the architecture with the lowest objective value. The convergence rate of optimization
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Figure 5.7: Objective Convergence

for each architecture is shown in Figure 5.7. IDF architecture exhibits a clear convergence

trend while MDFNewton required more iterations to converge. The convergence behaviour

will be different when analytical derivatives are used instead of numerical approximation94.

5.7 Summary

In this chapter, a Distributed Space Systemwasmodelled. The threeMDOarchitectures

MDF, IDF and SAND implementation of the DSS problem were then optimized. The re-

sults from the optimization showed that MDF needed the highest computational resources

compared to other architectures. MDF solved using NLBGS introduced noise in the objec-

tive valuewhileMDF solved usingNewton solver had highest function calls. SANDhad bet-

ter results compared to MDF, in terms of optimality, computation, and convergence. How-

ever, IDF outperformed all architectures in terms of optimality, computational efficiency,
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and convergence rate. Based on the comparison it can be concluded that IDF is preferable

for the conceptual design of DSS followed by SAND. At later stages of the DSS design, the

simple analytical models are not sufficient. More detailed design has to be developed consid-

ering all the subsystems and using high fidelity simulation models. This further complicates

the optimization andmakes it more expensive to compute. From an engineering design con-

text, it might be beneficial to get an improved design that need not be an optimal one in a

strict mathematical sense. In such cases, MDF architecture is advantageous, provided that

the optimization maintains the feasible design path, as it offers a multidisciplinary feasible

solution at each iteration.
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Optimization is an automatic process to find all the bugs,

holes, and weaknesses in your model.

”Enlightened”MDOAnalyst

6
Reliability BasedMultidisciplinary Design

Optimization

Reliability has a crucial implication on the design of satellites. Numerous

tests are carried out to ensure the satellite will work as intended in the orbit. With the grow-
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ing capabilities of small satellites, reliability is considered as a cornerstone of their design.

Consequently, to effectively design a reliable satellite, reliability must be incorporated in the

early design phases. So far, the researches on Reliability-based design follow a sequential de-

composition approach where the satellite model is optimized first, followed by the reliability

analysis. The traditional sequential method often produces a sub-optimal or infeasible de-

sign due to the lack of coupling relations between the satellite and the reliability model. In

this chapter these issues are addressed by coupling the reliabilitymodel developed inChapter

4 with the satellite model developed in Chapter 5 to leverage the synergy.

6.1 Background

As presented in the State of the Art, the literature on Reliability-Based Optimization

(RBO) includes very fewpublications that discuss satellite design optimization in the context

of reliability. Similar to the previous efforts, the work presented in this chapter aims to opti-

mize the design of small satellites (microsatellites) by prioritizing their reliability. However,

the problem and model formulation in this study differ from that of the literature in many

ways as follows: First, most previous efforts employ the Sequential approach, where the satel-

lite model and reliability model are optimized sequentially. In contrast, in this study both

the satellite design and reliability analysis are considered as a single optimization problem (Si-

multaneous Approach). Second, the reliability models in the literature formulate satellite as

a Single Phase Mission System (SPMS), whereas in this study the satellite is considered as a

Phased Mission System (PMS) using the reliability model discussed in Chapter 4. Third, in

the previous works, technology choices, redundancy levels or both are considered as design

variables for optimization. In this work, redundancy levels and element choices instead of
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technology choices are considered. As the element choices are gathered from heritage data,

this would result in a tangible relationship between the satellite model and the actual satel-

lite elements. Moreover, unlike in the literature, this work uses gradient-based method for

the satellite model instead of non-gradient search method. Finally, with 94 discrete/integer

design variables, the problem size in this study is significantly larger than the problems in

the literature. RBMDO of small satellites with the context of PMS and its correlation with

satellite elements is a unique optimization problem. The work presented here introduces an

approach to incorporate reliability assessments within theMDOof a satellite. The proposed

approach is demonstrated for the design of a Earth Observation small satellite in Low Earth

Orbit. The results fromSequential and the Simultaneous optimization approaches are finally

compared.

The developed satellite and reliability model are optimized using A Mixed Integer Effi-

cientGlobalOptimization algorithm -Multiple Infill via aMulti-Objective Strategy (AMIEGO-

MIMOS)137–139. Figure 6.1 illustrate the AMIEGO algorithm. The red blocks denote the

exploration of integer design space, and the blue block represents the exploration of con-

tinuous design space. The algorithm starts by separating the integer and continuous design

variables. Next, a set of initial integer starting points that satisfy the integer constraints are

generated. With the generated set of integer variables, a complete gradient-based optimiza-

tion with respect to continuous variables is performed in the next step. Then, a surrogate

model is built with the integer type design variables and the output response of the objective

function with respect to continuous design variables. Kriging is combined with Partial Least

Square regression189 to reduce the number of hyper-parameters and efficiently train the sur-

rogatemodel. In the next step, the integer is solved bymaximizing the expected improvement
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Figure 6.1: Overview of AMIEGO algorithm 139

function. This solution is the next infill point that is used as the next iteration input for con-

tinuous optimization. The MIMOS part further extends this step by adding two additional

objectives to maximize the distance from the existing point andmaximize the generalized ex-

pected improvement function. This provides multiple-infill points instead of a single point

to further explore the design space. Finally, the optimization is terminatedwhen the expected

improvement value falls below a specified percentage of the present best solution.

6.2 ProblemDescription

TheReliabilityBasedMultidisciplinaryDesignOptimization (RBMDO) frameworkpre-

sented in this chapter seeks to formulate the relationship between reliability and the satellite

conceptual design. The objective of the optimization problem is tominimize the overallmass

and cost of the satellite to meet its target reliability within the available resource budgets. As

evident from the state of the art, most previous efforts in RBMDO employ the Sequential

approach, where the satellite model and reliability model are optimized sequentially. In this

study, both the satellite design and reliability analysis are considered as a single optimization

problem (Simultaneous Approach) and are optimized simultaneously. The proposed ap-
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proach is demonstrated for the design of an Earth Observation small satellite in Low Earth

Orbit.

The satellitemodel and reliabilitymodel is used to formulate the satellite design problem.

Then this problem is solved using two approaches, namely Sequential Approach and Simul-

taneous Approach, to have a basis of comparison and investigate the impact on coupling the

twomodels. The results from the Sequential and the Simultaneous optimization approaches

are finally compared.

6.2.1 Sequential Approach

In the sequential approach, there is no explicit coupling between the satellite and relia-

bility models. The satellite model is optimized first, and the results are used as constraints

to optimize the reliability model. The satellite design optimization is carried out in OpenM-

DAO169 using a gradient-based nonlinear optimizer, SNOPT190,191. Analytical gradients are

specified for every subsystem in the satellitemodel. The couplings between the disciplines are

handled by formulating the problem using Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF) architecture.

IDF was identified as the best architecture in terms of optimality in the previous chapter.

However, there is an increased chance that the optimization may terminate early without

obtaining a feasible design for a complex problem such as RBMDO. Hence, it is advanta-

geous to use MDF in this study to obtain a feasible design at each iteration. The problem

formulations for the sequential approach is shown in Table 6.1.

Figure 6.2 shows the extended design structure matrix (XDSM)188 of satellite MDO in

MDF architecture. The resultant mass and power of every subsystem are used as constraints

for optimizing the reliability model. If a satellite system, s consists ofm number of elements
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Satellite Design Optimization (NLP)
Minimize Satellite mass
With respect to Area of solar panel

Area of radiator
Altitude
Structural dimensions

Subject to AllowedMaximum Stress
Natural Frequency
Operational temperature
Power constraints
Payload specific constraints

Mathematically,
min msat = f(As,Ar, h,Lxy,Lz, tp, dst, tst,AB,BC)
s.t. σmax < σAl,

τmax < τAl,
MoS > 1
wnlong > 55
wnlat > 60
Sw > S
Psurplus > 0
Thot < 340
Tcold > 263

Table 6.1: Satellite Design Optimization (NLP)

subject to q different constraints (g), then the mathematical representation to optimize the

system cost, Cs is given in Table 6.2.

The subscript j represents any system element from 1 tom such that its reliability rj is a

real number between 0 and 1, and nj is a positive integer. Then, for a system consisting of

m elements, each having k choice elements, r is the reliability vector, and n is the required

number of redundancies of the corresponding system elements.

The element’s reliabilities, along with its resource information such as mass, cost, power,

and the available choice of elements, are modelled in a graph database management system,
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Figure 6.2: Extended Design Structure Matrix of Satellite MDO model in Multidisciplinary Feasible architecture

Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Problem (ILP)
Minimize Satellite Cost
With respect to Element Choice

Redundancy Level
Subject to Reliability

Mass Budget
Power Budget

Mathematically,
min Cs = f(c, n)
s.t. gi(g, n) ≤ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ q

C = (c1, c2, .., cm)
n = (n1, n2, .., nm)
g = (g1, g2, .., gq)
0 ≤ rj ≤ 1, rj ∈ ℜ, nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

Table 6.2: Reliability‐Redundancy Allocation Problem (ILP)
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Neo4j167. The structure of the modelled graph database is presented in Figure 4.8. The data

architecture consists of the central satellite system, SAT, containing the satellite bus or Plat-

form (PF), which encloses every subsystem. The elements belonging to every subsystem are

denoted by their acronyms that have been previously established in Table 4.15. The real data

for each element is gathered from proprietary heritage data. Therefore, the resource values

are scaled, and cost factors are used in place of actual costs.

This problem considers five different choices for each of the elements as the basis for

the selection. The choice elements are denoted as E_ck, where E is the element’s acronym,

c indicates the choice element, and k = 1 to 5 is the element’s choice. For example, if RW

is the jth system element and RW_Ck is the selected choice for RW, then cj is the cost of

RW_Ck, and nj is the number of redundancy of RW respectively. The parameters of each

subsystem constrain the selection of elements, and the resource constraints are implemented

at the subsystem level. For instance, the sum of mass of the selected choices for the main

elements of the power subsystemmust not exceed the resultant mass of the power subsystem

fromMDO.The reliabilitymodel/Reliability - RedundancyAllocation Problem (RRAP) is

optimized using the APOPT solver from Gekko Optimization Suite163.

6.2.2 Simultaneous Approach

The satellite and reliability models are coupled and posed as a single optimization prob-

lem in the simultaneous approach, also called as RBMDO. Coupling the models results in

MINLP. The problem formulation for the simultaneous approach is given in Table 6.3.

Figure 6.3 shows the extended design structure matrix (XDSM) of the satellite RBMDO

in MDF architecture. The mass and power constraints are flown down to each subsystem
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Satellite RBMDO (MINLP)
Minimize Satellite Parameters (mass and cost)
With respect to Area of solar panel

Area of radiator
Altitude
Structural dimensions
Element Choice
Redundancy Level

Subject to AllowedMaximum Stress
Natural Frequency
Operational temperature
Power constraints
Payload Specific constraints
Satellite Cost
Reliability
Mass Budget
Power Budget

Mathematically,
min Wsys = f(As,Ar, h,Lxy,Lz, tp, dst, tst,AB,BC, n, c)
s.t. σmax < σAl,

τmax < τAl,
MoS > 1
wnlong > 55
wnlat > 60
Sw > S
Psurplus > 0
Thot < 340
Tcold > 263
gi(g, n) ≤ li, 1 ≤ i ≤ q
n = (n1, n2, .., nm)
g = (g1, g2, .., gq)
0 ≤ rj ≤ 1, rj ∈ ℜ, nj ∈ Z+, 1 ≤ j ≤ m

Table 6.3: Satellite RBMDO (MINLP)
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and directly influence their design. The RBMDO model has a total of 94 integers/discrete

design variables and 10 continuous design variables. To solve the MINLP RBMDO prob-

lem, a mixed-integer efficient global optimization algorithm (AMIEGO-MIMOS) is used.

AMIEGO-MIMOS combines the ability of a gradient-based approach with the ability of

Efficient Global Optimization (EGO)139. As a result, it helps in handling large-scale design

optimization problems in the continuous space while globally exploring the integer design

space. More details on the theory and the algorithm implementation of AMEIGO-MIMOS

can be found in137–139.

Figure 6.3: Extended Design Structure Matrix of Satellite RBMDO model in Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF) architecture
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6.3 Results andDiscussion

Initially, the optimization problem is solved by using the Sequential Approach. As the

first step in this approach, the MDO of the problem is performed. Then, the mass values

calculated from MDO are frozen, and these values are used as constraints for RRAP. As a

next step the reliability model is optimized to identify the optimal configuration that mini-

mizes the overall cost and meets the target reliability requirements within the mass limit set

by MDO. The reliability requirement for the satellite considered in this research is that the

satellite shall have a reliability of at least 0.5 after 3.9 years (i.e. the sum of all three phases in

PMS).

Next, the optimization problem is solved by employing the Simultaneous Approach and

the problem is simultaneously optimized for mass and cost with constraints on reliability.

Unlike, sequential approach, the correlation between the satellite design and its reliability is

well established in the RBMDOproblem giving additional freedom to adapt the design with

respect to reliability and cost.

The results show apparent changes among the two approaches in the continuous subsys-

tem variables. Similarly, the integer design variables obtained from the sequential approach

also radically differ from the simultaneous approach.

6.3.1 Continuous Variables

Theoptimization results of the continuous variables in Sequential and SimultaneousAp-

proaches are presented in MDO and RBMDO columns of the Table 6.4, respectively. The

mass of the power (mpower∗) and thermal (mthermal∗) subsystem is marginally higher for RB-

MDO compared to MDO. A slight increase in the mass of the structural subsystem,mstruc∗
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is seen in RBMDO to support the changes in the power and thermal subsystem. Therefore,

the total mass of the satellite,msat∗ is also higher in RBMDO compared toMDO.

Subsystem Parameters Unit MDO RBMDO
msat∗ kg 88.6 91.5

Payload h km 800 800

Structure

Lxy m 0.531 0.537
Lz m 0.824 0.819
tp m 0.001 0.001
dst m 0.05 0.05
tst m 0.0012 0.0012
AB - 0.25 0.25
BC - 0.25 0.25
mstruc∗ kg 9.1 9.2

Power As m 2.357 3.307
mpower∗ kg 11.0 13.7

Thermal Ar m 0.876 0.879
mthermal∗ kg 2.8 2.9

*Resultant parameter from the optimization

Table 6.4: Resultant objective and continuous design variables for MDO and RBMDO

6.3.2 Integer variables

Table 6.5 presents the integer variables in Sequential and Simultaneous Approaches in

RRAP and RBMDO columns, respectively. RRAP and RBMDO have chosen different

element choice and number of elements to meet the same reliability requirement. Table 6.5

shows the cost factor comparison for every subsystem. The subsystem costs obtained using

the Simultaneous Approach are less than the Sequential Approach.

The resultant masses of the power subsystem is 11 kg and that of thermal subsystems

is 2.8 kg in the Sequential Approach. In RRAP, the elements are selected such that their
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masses are less than 11 kg and 2.8 kg for power and thermal subsystem, respectively, while

satisfying the reliability requirement. At the same time, RBMDO identified another set of

slightly heavier elements that considerably reduced the overall cost. This however, violates

the mass constraints of power and thermal subsystem set byMDO. As RBMDO simultane-

ously optimizes both models, it is able to modify the mass of power and thermal subsystem

by varying the continuous design variables, to accommodate the heavy configuration. This

causes a 3% increase in overall mass but reduces the overall cost by 7.5% as shown in Table 6.6.

The result clearly proves the advantage of coupling the satellite and reliability model.

Subsystem Elements Element Count Redundancy Type Choice Failure Rate Unit mass(kg) Unit Power(W) Unit Cost Factor
RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO RRAP RBMDO

Attitude
Determination
and Control

RW 1 1 C C RW_C3 RW_C3 6.95E-07 6.95E-07 6 6 13 13 4600 4600
ES 2 2 A A ES_C3 ES_C3 1.07E-05 1.07E-05 1.9 1.9 3.9 3.9 650 650
StS 1 1 A A StS_C5 StS_C3 1.22E-05 9.24E-06 2 3 15 9 2900 2550
IMU 1 1 C C IMU_C1 IMU_C3 2.73E-06 6.99E-06 5.6 3.3 32 36 7000 5300

Power

BAT 1 1 A A BAT_C4 BAT_C4 1.63E-07 1.63E-07 4.5 4.5 0 0 3200 3200
SP 8 8 A A SP_C1 SP_C1 2.32E-05 2.32E-05 0.3 0.3 0 0 131 131
PCU 2 2 A A PCU_C4 PCU_C1 1.06E-05 9.54E-06 1.2 1.9 2.8 2 1700 1100
PDU 1 2 A A PDU_C2 PDU_C2 8.36E-06 8.36E-06 1.5 1.5 1.9 1.9 900 900

Telemetry,
Telecommand and
Ranging

RCR 1 1 A A RCR_C5 RCR_C5 7.23E-07 7.23E-07 3.8 3.8 13 13 3050 3050
TSR 2 1 C C TSR_C4 TSR_C5 1.25E-05 4.78E-06 2.7 3.5 17 14 1450 1850
ANT 2 1 C C ANT_C3 ANT_C2 1.03E-05 1.30E-06 0.6 1.3 2.6 3.5 1300 1700

Mechanism DPY 1 1 C C DPY_C4 DPY_C5 2.47E-06 2.82E-06 2.3 3.9 13 11 6200 5800
SADM 2 2 C C SADM_C1 SADM_C4 9.40E-06 1.40E-05 4.6 5.9 16 23 3200 3050

Thermal RAD 1 1 C C RAD_C4 RAD_C2 2.08E-06 5.22E-06 2.5 2.9 47 48 2800 1950
Onboard
Computer

CPU 1 1 C C CPU_C4 CPU_C4 8.83E-07 8.83E-07 0.9 0.9 2.9 2.9 17500 17500
DSU 1 1 C C DSU_C2 DSU_C2 3.09E-06 3.09E-06 4.1 4.1 1.8 1.8 12100 12100

Table 6.5: Resultant integer design variables and resources for RRAP and RBMDO

Approach Mass Reliability Cost Factor
Sequential 88.6 0.504 77900

Simultaneous 91.5 0.512 72050

Table 6.6: Comparison of results from Sequential and Simultaneous Approach

The mass of ADC, TT&R,Mechanism and OBC estimated based on design estimation

relationships are added together and represented asmremaining. This remainingmass is used as

a mass constraint for the sum of elements selected for these subsystems. Although different

choices and redundancy levels are selected for these subsystems inRRAPandRBMDO, their

total mass remain constant.
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6.4 Summary

Reliability Based Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (RBMDO) is intensely com-

plex as it involves multiple disciplines with numerous interactions. Although highly crucial,

it is challenging to estimate the reliability of a satellite system in early design stages. The devel-

oped reliabilitymodelwas coupledwith the satellitemodel and posed as a single optimization

problem. This led to a Mixed Integer Nonlinear Programming (MINLP) problem formu-

lation which is optimized using AMIEGO-MIMOS. The couplings between the disciplines

were formulated as Multidisciplinary Feasible architecture (MDF).

The results showed the considerable impact of synergism between the two models, and

an optimal design may not be achieved without leveraging the couplings between the two

models. The Simultaneous Approach produced a better design choice than the Sequential

counterpart. Even though the satellite’s mass from the Simultaneous Approach is 3%heavier

than the SequentialApproach, the overall cost factor in the SimultaneousApproachwas 7.5%

lower than the latter.
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Design is not just what it looks like and feels like. Design is

how it works.

Steve Jobs

7
DESIRA

The knowledge and experience accumulated from the previous chapters provide

the basis for developing the DEcision Support system for Incorporating Risk/Reliability As-

sessments (DESIRA) for the early stages of the satellite design. Inputs from Chapter 3 are

used for allocation of initial reliability using apportionment techniques that are discussed
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in Section 4.1. Depending on the stage of the satellite design, reliability growth strategy

can be considered either as a Redundancy Allocation Problem as discussed in Section 4.2

or as a Reliability-Redundancy Allocation problem as discussed in Section 4.3. Chapter 5

presents the mathematical formulation for Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)

of the satellite system. The coupling between the Reliability and the Multidisciplinary De-

signOptimization is incorporated inChapter 6. Some of the unique features of theDESIRA

tool are listed below:

• Allocation of initial reliability to the subsystems.

• Development of optimal reliability growth strategy.

• Multidisciplinary Design Optimization of the satellite system.

• Reliability-BasedMultidisciplinary Design Optimization of the satellite system.

A graphical user interface (GUI) is developed to support the first two features of DE-

SIRA. This Chapter presents the designmethodology, architecture of theDESIRA tool and

demonstrates DESIRA’s capabilities by applying it to a satellite system to provide a first reli-

ability analysis of a complex satellite system in the early design phase.

7.1 Architecture Design

Typically, every satellite is unique, meaning only limited previous life data is available

to assist its design. It is evident from the state of the art presented in Section 2.4 that most

of the available tools are either based on expert opinion or statistical data. Allocation based

on expert opinion could result in biased results based on their personal experiences. On the
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other hand, translating the general statistical results to a unique design is not possible for a

satellite system as a whole. Amore realistic allocation during the early design stage is possible

by combining the statistical data with expert opinion.

DESIRAoffers this realistic allocation by combining the favourable traits from statistical

data and expert opinion. The Reliability AllocationModule in DESIRA performs this task.

The allocated reliability is then improved by the Reliability Mapping Module of the tool

that utilizes the models developed in Chapter 4.2. The process flow of reliability allocation

and reliability mapping features of the tool are explained in Section 7.2. The tool employs

a graphical database management system, Neo4j167, to manage data and model information

required for reliability allocation, mapping and optimization. As a support tool for decision

making, DESIRA helps system engineers to develop reliability requirements and optimal

strategies for reliability growth.

7.1.1 Software Architecture

Amodel-view-controller designpattern is employed to decouple the user interface (view),

model (data) and application logic (controller). The user interface is entirely developed using

PyQt5. The controller connects with the user interface and graphical database to carry out

the analysis by utilizing the developed reliability models. The functionality of DESIRA and

its interactionwith the user is presentedwith a use case diagram in Figure 7.1. Figure 7.2 is the

activity diagram that shows the process flow of transforming the design inputs into decision

aids.
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Figure 7.1: DESIRA Use Case Diagram

7.2 Application to Satellite Design

In this section, the features of reliability allocationmodule and reliability mappingmod-

ule in DESIRA are illustrated. The satellite reliability requirement is 0.75 at the end of 4

years.

7.2.1 Reliability AllocationModule

The product tree of the satellite is required to start the reliability analysis. In the initial

design stage, a detailed product tree is usually not available and the decomposition of the

satellite into subsystems will suffice. As the design matures, the subsystem can be further de-
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Figure 7.2: DESIRA Activity Diagram
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composed into lower levels, andmore detailed reliability analysis canbe carried out. DESIRA

accepts the product tree information in XML or CSV file types. A sample generic satellite

product tree is given in the Listing 7.1. The product tree data is stored in the graph database

in the form of graph as shown in Figure 7.3.

Listing 7.1: Satellite Generic Product Tree

1 <? xml v e r s i o n =” 1 . 0 ” e n c od i n g =” u t f −8 ” s t a nd a l on e=” y e s ” ?>

2 <E l emen t >

3 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 1 ” name=” P r o j e c t ” acronym=”N/A” Id=” 0 ”>

4 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 2 ” name=” Sp a c e Segment ( S a t e l l i t e ) ” acronym=” S

/C” Id=”0−”>

5 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 3 ” name=” P a y l o a d ( P/L ) Module / As s emb ly ”

acronym=”P/L” Id=”1−”></ E l emen t >

6 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 3 ” name=” P l a t f o rm ( P/ F ) Module / As s emb ly ( o r

S e r v i c e Bus ) ” acronym=”P/F” Id=”2−”>

7 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=”On−Board Data Hand l ing S / S ”

acronym=”DAT” Id=” 21 ”></ E l emen t >

8 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” E l e c t r i c a l Power S / S ” acronym=”

EPS ” Id=” 22 ”></ E l emen t >

9 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” Communica t ions S / S ” acronym=”COM

” Id=” 23 ”></ E l emen t >

10 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” Ha rn e s s S / S ” acronym=”HAR” Id=”

24 ”></ E l emen t >

11 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” S t r u c t u r e and Mechani sms S / S ”

acronym=”STM” Id=” 25 ”></ E l emen t >

12 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” Thermal Con t r o l S / S ” acronym=”

TCS” Id=” 26 ”></ E l emen t >

13 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” A t t i t u d e D e t e rm i n a t i o n and
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Con t r o l S / S ” acronym=”ADC” Id=” 27 ”></ E l emen t >

14 <E l emen t l e v e l =” 4 ” name=” Orb i t D e t e rm i n a t i o n and Con t r o l

( P r o p u l s i o n ) S / S ” acronym=”ODC” Id=” 28 ”></ E l emen t >

15 </ E l emen t >

16 </ E l emen t >

17 </ E l emen t >

18 </ E l emen t >

Figure 7.3: Product tree graph in the database

The next step is to obtain expert opinion on various satellite parameters using the tem-

plate shown in Table 7.1. A detailed explanation of each column in the template is given in

Chapter 4.1. There is no limit on the number of experts providing the inputs. However, the

coefficient of variation for a particular parameter fromdifferent expertsmust not exceed 50%.

Figure 7.4 presents the radar chart containing the variation in the user inputs. The green, red

and blue lines in the plots represent lower, upper and average input values. In Figure 7.4,

most of the subsystems overshoot this threshold and the inputs must be revised to advance

to the next steps. Then, based on the expert opinion, weights are assigned to the individual

elements using the apportionment techniques.
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Table 7.1: Template for acquiring expert opinion

Subsystem Complexity SoA Operating Time Environment Total Value Failure Rate No. of components No. of Active No. of redundant No. of System No. of affected elements Cost for
components components Functions performed due to failure in this sublevel improvement

DAT
EPS
COM
TCS
STM
ADC
ODC
HAR

Figure 7.4: User input variation

Next, based on the mission, satellite type and orbit information, an appropriate statisti-

cal reliability category from the results presented in Chapter 3 is chosen for the satellite of

interest. Then an initial reliability value for the satellite from the statistical reliability data is

obtained as input for further steps. For the satellite considered in this study, the collective

reliability of 0.648 obtained for small satellites at 4 years from Figure 3.1 is taken as the initial

reliability. Then this initial reliability is allocated to the subsystems based on their previously

calculated weights. Since different apportionment techniques are used to assign the weights

of the subsystems, the obtained reliability is a range of values instead of a single value. Figure

7.5 shows the initial reliability and failure rate flow down to the subsystems of the considered

satellite. The initial reliability is then used as a baseline to calculate the improvement need in
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each subsystem to reach the target reliability. This step is crucial because it is generally chal-

lenging to obtain the initial reliability for the satellite under development. Satellite developers

often know their required reliability but seldom know the reliability during the design phase.

Hence, the baseline reliability estimated in DESIRA, provides an early understanding of the

system and subsystem reliabilities.

Figure 7.5: Initial reliability flown down to each subsystem

After each allocation (top-down approach), a reliability validation is carried out using the

Monte-Carlo simulation by propagating the reliability of the individual subsystems to the

system level (bottom-up approach). Themean of the normal reliability distribution after the

Monte-Carlo simulation represents themost probable system reliability. Figure 7.6 shows the

resultant probability density function of the satellite by propagating the allocated reliability

range values.

In the next step, the required target reliability is allocated to the subsystems based on the

weights derived from expert opinion. The target reliability of the considered satellite is 0.75,

and its allocation is shown in Figure 7.7. Similar to initial reliability, the target reliability is
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Figure 7.6: Propagated reliability using Monte‐Carlo simulations

also a range of values.

Figure 7.7: Target reliability flown down to each subsystem

In the next step, an optimization is carried out to find the optimal reliability for each

subsystem to meet the target system reliability. In addition to the initial and target reliability

ranges, the cost indexof improvement (obtained fromexperts) for every subsystem is required
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as inputs for the optimization. Then the cost for improvement can be quantified in terms of

reliability with the cost function given in Equation (7.1)192.

Ci(Ri) = e(1−f) Ri−Ri.min
Ri.max−Ri (7.1)

where Ci is the cost function, f is the cost index for improving element reliability relative to

other elements,Ri.min is the minimum reliability andRi.max is the maximum reliability of ith

element from the allocation. The goal of this optimization is to reach the target reliability

(Rtgt) with a minimum cost of improvement. The mathematical formulation of this reliabil-

ity optimization is given below.

min
n∑
i=1

Ci(Ri)

s.t. Rsys ≥ Rtgt (7.2)

Ri.min ≤ Ri ≤ Ri.max, i = 1, 2, ..., n

After following the above steps, the resultant reliabilities of each subsystem correspond-

ing to the minimal cost of improvement are obtained and are shown in the Figure 7.8. Since

DESIRA combined expert opinion and statistical data to compute the reliabilities, realistic

reliability requirements for subsystems are obtained.
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Figure 7.8: Optimal reliability (marked with ’x’) flown down to each subsystem

7.2.2 ReliabilityMappingModule

Thenext step is to determine the redundancies and/or choices for the lower level elements

such that subsystem reliability requirements set at the previous step aremet. DESIRA’s relia-

bilitymappingmodule examines all possible combinations and lists the results that satisfy the

target. This is computationally expensive and is recommended to be used for smaller systems

or an individual subsystem. For instance, this model is used to find the optimum number of

redundancies of elements in Power subsystem. The different elements and their reliability,

weight, cost, power, maximum allowed redundancies and redundancy type are given inTable

7.2. DESIRA examines all the different reliability combinations and the results can be plot-

ted between any two parameters. The plot between Reliability and Cost is shown in figure

7.9. The redundancy combination that gives the highest reliability value is selected. For an

entire satellite with many elements, the developed RAP and RRAP models should be used

to minimize the resources required to reach the target reliability. In this case, the required

inputs are directly taken from the product database.
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Acronym FIT Weight Cost Power Max Redundancy Redundancy Type Reality Factors
SA 100 0.92 222 2.5 1 C,H 1
PDU 540 1.8 400 4 C,H 1
BAT 440 1.5 308 18.9 4 C,H 1

Table 7.2: Inputs Required for Reliability Mapping

Figure 7.9: Reliability vs Cost for different levels of redundancies and redundancy types

7.2.3 Additional features

As the satellite designmatures,MDO andRBDMO shall be performed to get amore de-

tailed design. The graphical user interface (GUI) of DESIRA is yet to support the developed

MDO and RBMDO. The inputs and outputs of the optimization are stored in the same

database to ensure continuity and enable potential integration in the future.

7.3 Summary

In this Chapter the software architecture ofDESIRA is described and its applicationwas

illustrated with a simple use case. DESIRA can be employed by a satellite developer in the

early design phase when the available data is scarce. It can be adapted for every increment of
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the designprogress. Thenovelty ofDESIRA is substantiatedby its ability to produce realistic

results starting from the early design phase and its continued support as the design matures.

A few screenshots of the graphical user interface of DESIRA are shown in Appendix C.
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It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yes-

terday is the hope of today and reality of tomorrow.

Robert Goddard

8
Discussion and Conclusion

Themotivationof this thesiswas to improve the designofmicrosatellites

by incorporatingrisk/reliabilityassessmentsduringtheconceptualdesign

phase. To that goal, a decision support system, DESIRA, was developed that enables de-

signing for reliability and informed decision making during the early design stage. All the
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identified research questions are answered through out this thesis. The important findings

and contributions are summarized below.

8.1 ResearchQuestions Revisited

Research Question 1: How to estimate the reliability of satellite during the initial design

phase?

Chapter 3 answered this question. Reliability is an important aspect of small satellite

performance, and the reliability analysis must be performed as early as the preliminary de-

sign phase. Unfortunately, reliability information is sparse or not available during this phase.

Statistics-based approaches that used empirical failure data and estimated the collective on-

orbit reliability of small satellites are outdated and inadequate for contemporary small-satellite

design. This research carried out a survival analysis of around 2000 small satellites weighing

less than 500kg and extended the existing literature. The results helped to understand the

reliability trends in small satellites and crucial factors contributing to the satellite’s failure.

Additionally, reliability was analyzed for small satellites based on mission, developer type,

launch date, and orbit inclination. These results provided baseline reliability of the satellite

system for their propagation to lower levels using various apportionment methods. Next,

with these initial reliability estimates, it is of interest to answer the following question:

Research Question 2: How to improve the reliability of satellite while minimizing the re-

sources?

At first, the baseline reliability and required reliability for the satellite design were taken

as the initial and the target reliabilities, respectively. Then, the problemwas formulated with
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an objective tomove the reliability from the initial to the target. Later, theRedundancyAllo-

cation Problem (RAP) for the satellite design was modelled that identified the ideal number

of element redundancies required to reach the reliability target. Although this method did

not consider the element choices, it provided an initial estimate of the resources required

to satisfy the reliability requirements. Next, the Reliability-Redundancy Allocation Prob-

lem (RRAP) for the satellite design was applied that determined the choice of elements and

the redundancies required to improve the reliability with minimum resources. Additionally,

when the satellite was modelled as a Phased Mission System (PMS), the mission-critical ele-

ments were prioritized to reach the target reliability with minimum resources. The methods

presented in Chapter 4 answered this question in more detail.

ResearchQuestion 3: How to identify the best satellite design during the early design stage?

The satellite subsystems and their interactions were modelled in OpenMDAO. The in-

teractions between the subsystems were formulated in three different monolithic architec-

tures, namely Multidisciplinary Feasible (MDF), Individual Discipline Feasible (IDF), and

Simultaneous Analysis and Design (SAND). Then, theMultidisciplinary Design Optimiza-

tion (MDO)was performedusing a gradient-based solver for each architecture to identify the

best design as presented in Chapter 5.

Research Question 4: How to incorporate reliability in the early satellite design?

The reliability was incorporated in the early satellite design using two design approaches,

namely Sequential Approach and Simultaneous Approach presented in Chapter 6. The ap-

proaches coupled the reliability model in Chapter 4 with the satellite model in Chapter 5 in
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different ways. In the Sequential Approach, the satellite model was optimized first, followed

by the reliability model. The results from the satellite model were used as constraints in the

reliability model to produce a feasible design that satisfied the reliability requirements. On

the other hand, the Simultaneous Approach simultaneously optimized the satellite model

and the reliability model. It was inferred that the Simultaneous Approach produced a better

design choice than the Sequential counterpart.

The models and approaches developed to answer the research questions constituted the

building block of the decision support system, DESIRA, that incorporates risk/reliability

assessments in the early satellite design, fulfilling the primary goal of this research. A graph-

ical user interface was developed for ease of operation and supported few features provided

by DESIRA. The architecture of DESIRA and the various features offered are discussed in

Chapter 7.

8.2 Summary of Unique Contributions

Thebroad scope of this thesis examined various fields such as Satellite SystemDesign,Re-

liability Analysis, Statistics, Software Engineering and Multidisciplinary Design Optimiza-

tion. Thework carried out in this research produced significant contributions in several areas

and are summarized below.

1. The results from the statistical analysis of empirical data from the last three decades

revealed the on-orbit reliability trends to improve the design of future satellites.

2. The satellite was modelled as a Phased Mission System (PMS), which enabled priori-
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tizing the elements that substantially impacted the reliability.

3. A Distributed Space System (DSS) was modelled and optimized with different MDO

implementations.

4. The intensely complexReliability-BasedMultidisciplinaryDesignOptimization (RB-

MDO) of satellites with over 100 design variables was performed.

5. The proposedmethods provided innovative approaches to incorporate reliability anal-

ysis from the initial stages of satellite design.

8.3 FutureWork

Several interesting areas and directions of future research are identified to strengthen the

design approaches proposed in this research.

1. DESIRA lays a solid foundation to design satellites in the conceptual design phase

and is scalable to suit the Detailed design phase. Therefore, the next step is to perform

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) with high-fidelity discipline models

to enable the Detailed design features in DESIRA. For instance, FEM solvers such as

TACS193 that provides gradients can be wrapped into DESIRA to perform a more

detailed structural analysis.

2. Thedeterministic reliability values currentlyused inReliability-BasedMultidisciplinary

DesignOptimization (RBMDO) shall be replacedwithprobabilistic reliabilitymodels

to improve the accuracy of estimated reliabilities. Combining probabilistic reliability
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models with high-fidelity discipline models will significantly increase the computa-

tional cost but has the highest potential to provide valuable results.

3. The satellite design process in DESIRA shall be enhanced by combining the advan-

tages of Model-Based Systems Engineering (MBSE) with Multidisciplinary Design

Optimization (MDO). Integrating these two shall enable DESIRA in extensive evalu-

ations of different system configurations while efficiently managing the complexities.
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A
Acronyms

ADC Attitude Determination and Control Subsystem

AIC Akaike Information Criterion

AMIEGO-MIMOS A Mixed Integer Efficient Global Optimization algorithm - Multiple
Infill via a Multi-Objective Strategy

ANT Antenna (switches)

APOPT Advanced Process OPTimizer

BAT Battery

BDD Binary Decision Diagram

COMM Communication Subsystem

CPU Central Processing Unit

DPY Deployment

DSS Distributed Space Systems
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DSU RadHardMemory

EAT Equal Apportionment Technique

EPS Power Subsystem

ES Earth Sensor

F/V Failure rate over Value

FOO Feasibility of Objectives

GM Graphical Method

IDF Individual Discipline Feasible

ILP Integer Linear Programming problem

IMU Intertial Measurement Unit

KOH Jeong and KohMethod

LEO Low Earth Orbit

MDA Multidisciplinary Analysis

MDF Multidisciplinary Feasible

MDO Multidisciplinary Design Optimization

MINLP Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming problem

MLE Maximum Likelihood Estimate

NLBGS Nonlinear Block Gauss-Seidel iterative solver

NLP Non-Linear Programming problem

OBC Onboard Computer

PCU Power ConditioningModule
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PDU Power DistributionModule

PMS PhasedMission System

PROP Propulsion Subsystem

PT Propellant Tanks (valves)

RAD Radiator

RAP Redundancy Allocation Problem

RBMDO Reliability-BasedMultidisciplinary Design Optimization

RCR Receiver

RRAP Reliability - Redundancy Allocation Problem

RW ReactionWheel

SADM Solar Array Drive Motor

SAND Simultaneous ANalysis and Design

SLSQP Sequential Least SQuares Programming algorithm

SNOPT Sparse Nonlinear OPTimizer

SP Solar Panel Sections

SPMS Single Phase Mission System

STR Structure Subsystem

StS Star Sensor

TCS Thermal Subsystem

ThR Thrusters

TSR Transmitter

XDSM extended Design Structure Matrix
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B
Glossary

Akaike Information Criterion An estimator of prediction error and thereby relative qual-
ity of statistical models for a given set of data (lower value is preferred)

Burn-in Process by which components of a system are tested before being placed in service
to check for early failures

Censoring A form of missing data problem in which time to event is not observed

Coefficient of Determination An estimator to describe howwell a distribution fits a set of
observations (1 indicates perfect fit)

Conceptual Design Phase Initial system design phase where the functional requirements
are translated to the design parameters

Fault Tree Shows the logical relationships between the events and the causes leading to fail-
ure events

ILP Optimization problems with integer design variables and linear functions in the objec-
tive function and the constraints.

Infant Mortality Initial operational period of a system with decreasing failure rate, also
known as early failures
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Kaplan-Meier Estimator A non-parametric statistic used to estimate the survival function
from lifetime data

Large Satellite Satellite with mass greater than 500 kg

Maximum Likelihood Estimation Amethod for estimating distribution parameters from
sample data such that the probability (likelihood) of obtaining the observed data is
maximized

Microsatellite Satellite with mass between 10 - 100 kg

MINLP Optimization problems with continuous and integer design variables and nonlin-
ear functions in the objective function and/or the constraints.

Monte Carlo Abroad class of computational algorithms that rely on repeated random sam-
pling to obtain numerical results

NLP Optimization problems with continuous design variables and nonlinear functions in
the objective function and/or the constraints.

NP-hard The complexity class of problems that are intrinsically harder than those that can
be solved by a nondeterministic Turing machine in polynomial time

Reliability An indicator that conveys how well the system performs during a given opera-
tional period without any failure or a need for repair work

Reliability Growth Improvement in the reliability of the system by changing its design
and/or manufacturing process

Small Satellite Satellite of low mass and size, usually under 500 kg

Space grade components Electronic components that are hardened to survive the harsh
space environment

Survival Analysis A branch of statistics for analyzing the expected duration of time until
one event occurs, such as failure

System Anorderly grouping of interdependent elements linked together according to a plan
to achieve a specific goal
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DESIRA: Graphical User-Interface
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